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II 

ABSTRACT 

Optical and electronic properties of semiconductors heterostructures are ana

lyzed. combining many-body and band structure engineering techniques. The Cou

lomb interaction is considered in different excitation regimes. For the low density 

excitonic limit. it is shown that superlattices can be modelled as 3D effective aniso

tropic media and the method is applied to the computation of exciton binding ener

gies. In the high density regime. coupled band optical Bloch equations are obtained. 

combining Coulomb effects with the solutions of the Luttinger Hamiltonian. and the 

problem is solved in general under quasi-equilibrium conditions. Expressions for the 

band gap shift and the Coulomb enhancement in a Pade' approximation are obtained 

and solved in the context of a quasi-statically screened Coulomb interaction. The 

resulting equations are used to the study the influence of band-structure and many

body effects on the gain and Ol-factor of lattice-matched and strained quantum well 

lasers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BAND STRUCTURE OF CUBIC MATERIALS 

In this chapter we review one-particle electronic properties of cubic materials 

which are necessary throughout this dissertation. Their electronic structure is com

puted using techniques that emphasize general symmetry considerations. We depart 

from the Hamiltonian describing a bulk crystal and use k . p theory to obtain the 

Kane matrix element. We then introduce strain in the system and derive the corres

ponding expression of the Luttinger Hamiltonian. valid for both lattice-matched and 

strained systems. Details of the derivation. that generalize the original approach of 

Luttinger&Kohn are given in Appendix I. We briefly review the main assumptions 

of the envelope function approach that allows the generalization of the previous res

ults for the case of heterostructures. We give expressions for the strain-induced cor

rections in a strained layer Quantum Well (QW) and for an unstrained QW submitted 

to uniaxial stress. By the end of the chapter. we give an overview of the disserta

tion and point out corrections to the simplistic free-carrier model in both low density 

(excitonic) and high density (gain region) undertaken in the next chapters. 
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§ 1.1 BASIC ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES 

The III-V compounds in which we are interested. like GaAs. are cubic mater

ials. and we neglect the difference between the Ga and As atoms by assuming that 

the system has a center of inversion. In the absence of spin-orbit interaction the top 

valence bands are the result of hybridization of P-like orbitals while the lower con

duction bands come from S-like orbitals. 1 These (spin-degenerate) states are repre

sented by functions that have the same symmetry properties of the Sand P orbitals 

and are denoted I SH). I XH). I YH). I ZH) or simply S. X. Y. Z.l As such the fol

lowing selection rules immediately follow: 

( X I x IS) = ( Y I y IS) = ( Z I z IS) '" o. 

(I) 

( Xl yl S ) = ( Xl zl S ) = ( YI xl S ) = ( YI zl S ) = ( ZI xl S ) "" ( ZI YI S ) = o. 

The III-V alloys. e.g .• All_xGaxAs. Inl_xG~As are not perfect crystals. In 

the virtual crystal approximation. we replace the random potential by an average per

iodic potential. In this case. the atomic potentials that describe All_xGaxAs are 

described by (V) = VAs + X V Ga + ( I-x) VAl' 2 In order to obtain material parame

ters for alloys we average the corresponding constituent material parameters. Such 

approximations are usually valid as long as the alloys are not submitted to a large 

strain and the constituent materials have similar band structures.2 Consider for 

example. the band gap of All_xGaxAs compounds. The conduction band edge of 

AlAs is near the X point. whilst the GaAs one is at the r point. Fig. I illustrates 

this behavior. For x < 0.45. the alloy has a direct gap. and the gap law is linear on 



x. For x > 0.45. the gap is indirect and the gap law depends nonlinearly on x. 3 

r--. 
> 
(J) 

"-./ 

0.. 
0 
'-' 
"0 
C 
0 

(I) 

3.2 

2.7 

2.2 

1.7 

1.2 
0.0 0.5 

X 
1.0 
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Fig. 1. Gal_xAlxAs band gap at T = 3000K. The dot marks x = 0.45. where the 

gap becomes indirect and depends nonlinearly on x. 

The Hamiltonian describing a bulk crystal reads. 

2 II 
:7C 0 = ~ + V(r) + 4m2c2 (CT x VV) . P. (2) 

where V(r) is the periodic crystal potential. m is the free electron mass. and the term 

containing the Pauli matrix CT is the spin-orbit interaction. The eigenfunctions of :7Co 

are usually called Bloch functions and are cast in the form. 
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1/Ink (r) = Unk (r) exp(ik . r). (3) 

where the function unk has the periodicity of the Bravais lattice. and oscillates fast 

(in an atomic scale) compared to the slowly varying exponential envelope. The eigen

values corresponding to 1/Ink are denoted fnk' where n is a discrete band index. and 

k is the crystal quasi-momentum (continuous for macroscopic crystals). At k = o. (r 

point). the total angular momentum. J and its z-projection. l z are good quantum 

numbers. and can thus label the Bloch functions as shown in Table 1. 1 

Table I. Bloch functions at the r6 • r7• ra points (k = 0). The labels 1. mJ denote. 

respectively. the eigenvalues of the operators 1. l z in units of 11. 

I 1.mJ ) 

USf 1/2 1/2 ) S t ) 0 

US~ 1/2 -1/2 ) S ~ ) 0 

uHf 3/2 3/2 ) -1/../2 I (X+iY) t ) -fo 

uI-U 3/2 -3/2 ) 1/../2 I (X-iY) ~ ) -fo 

uLt 3/2 1/2 ) v'2731 Z t ) - .JI761 (X+iY) ~ ) -fo 

Uu 3/2 -1/2 ) v'2731 Z ~ ) +.JI761 (X-iY) t ) -fo 

usaf 1/2 1/2 ) vT731 Z t ) + vT731 (X+iY) ~ ) -fo - ~ 

usm 1/2 -1/2 ) vT731 Z ~ ) - vT731 (X-iY) t ) -fo - ~ 
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§ 1.2 THE K . P EQUATION 

The problems in which we are interested. e.g.. computation of gain and 

absorption in a semiconductor require the knowledge of the dispersion relations. fnk' 

over a small k range around the band extrema. in our case. the r point. The k . p 

method discussed below yields such a local description. 

Substitution of Eq. (3) into the Schrodinger equation gives. 

(4) 

where the operator W(k) vanishes at k O. commutes with the translation operator 

!T d' and is given by. 

W(k) = flk 
m 4!C2 U X vv J. 

The eigenfunctions of :Teo' !/Ino unO' satisfy. 

and can be used as an expansion basis for the unk's. 

Unk = L cnm (k) umo· 

m 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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The W(k) operator can be treated perturbatively. provided that k remains 

small. Let's assume that the nth band edge is non-degenerate. apart from spin. 

Under these conditions. and up to second order terms. we obtain. 

Enk = EnO + (unol W(k) I unO) + L 
i '* n 

( UnO 1 W(k) 1 uiO) 
EnO- EjQ 

Introducing the vector 1T. and the matrix element notation &-nm. 

11 
1T = P + -4 2 (0' x VV) • mc 

(8) 

(9-a) 

&-nm = (nOI &- I mO) I u\o t9 umo dr. (9-b) 
cell 

yields. 

i '* n 

There is a band extremum at k = O. So. 

VEnk I = 0 
k = 0 

o. 

l1k/m . 1Tni 12 
EnO - EjQ 

(10) 

(ll.a) 



i"* n 

"IIk/m . 1I'ni 12 
EnD - EjQ 
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(11. b) 

Thus. as long as k is small. or in other words. 1 Enk - EnD 1 much smaller than 

the band edge gaps 1 EnD - EjQ I. the dispersion relations are parabolic in k in the vic-

inity of the r point. 

01..(3 = x.y.z. 

1 1 2 
--/1 = -m 00:.{3 + m2 
Jl~'1' 

i '" n 

11'0:. in 7T 8. ni 

EnD - EjQ 

§ 1.3 EFFECTIVE MASSES AND KANE'S MATRIX ELEMENT 

(12) 

The S-like orbitals characterizing the (r 6) conduction band are spherically 

symmetric. As a consequence. -- is a scalar. 
Jl~.(3 

01.. (3 = X • Y • z. (13-a) 



_1_=_1_+ 1 
2m fii2 

i:f= n 

I1k/m . 1r r· I 2 Z, 61 
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(13-b) 

The commutation relation between the position operator r and the Hamiltonian 

:Teo reads. 

[ ar] _.11 .... r.JVo = " 
1m 

(14) 

Direct application of the commutator gives. 

< St I z I Zt) (IS) 

where EO g is the gap between the conduction band and the degenerate valence bands. 

and the other parameters are defined in Table I. 

The approximation mr 6 « m gives. 

< St I z I Zt) 
el1 { (EOg + ~) }1/2 
.J2 =EOn-g-'::(E""O g--"---:2"""~:-/=3:-) -m-r-6 (16) 

We can use numerical values found in tables for the expression on the right 

hand side of Eq. (16) to obtain the value of < St I z I Zt) in a bulk semiconduc-

tor. 
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§ 1.4 THE LUTTINGER HAMILTONIAN FOR STRAINED SYSTEMS 

The k . p method can be used to diagonalize the free-particle Hamiltonian 

exactly in the restricted space spanned by the two conduction and six degenerate val

ence bands. Such solution, first discussed by Kane,l has various shortcomings spe

cially for limiting values within the small k region for which the model should yield 

reliable results. To obtain more realistic dispersion relations, the coupling to far 

away bands must be included. 3,4 Strain adds a further complication in the system by 

distorting the crystal lattice and thus affecting the crystal Hamiltonian.5 In this sec

tion we summarize the basic steps of the derivation of the Luttinger Hamiltonian for 

a strained material using an alternative approach to the original work of Bir&Pikus.5 

Details are given in Appendix I. 

We assume a system in a strain field tf, 

(17) 

where u(x) is the displacement of a point due to strain. The local displacements are 

assumed to be small enough such that it is sufficient to keep terms linear terms in tf 

to describe the strained system. The Bravais lattice points are deformed into, 

(18) 

In order to ensure the same periodicity for the Bloch functions before and 

after the application of strain, we Ref. 5 and introduce a change in variables,5 
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r ... ( 1 + {] >-1 r = 1 - {] r. (19) 

Various models. with different degrees of complexity. have been attempted to 

describe the change in the crystal potential under strain.6 Since our goal here is to 

express the Hamiltonian in terms of generalized Luttinger parameters. we exploit the 

fact that the potential chosen must satisfy the conditions imposed by cubic symmetry. 

As such. we use the so-called Deformable Ion Approximation introduced by Bloch.6 

This model assumes that the strained and unstrained lattice potentials are identical. 

The resulting Hamiltonian reads. 

(20) 

where :;rCo is given by Eq. (2). :;rCs is the strain correction. 

(21) 

and rr is the generalized momentum operator defined in Eq. (8). In our further ana-

lysis. we can now follow the steps of Ref. 3. using the generalized Hamiltonian of 

Eq. (20). Particularly. projection onto the X.Y.Z states yields the following matrix 

representation for :;rC (traditionally denoted dy D). 

(22) 



[ Ak', + B(k2y + k2
z ) 

Ckx ky 
C kx kz 

C kx ky 
Ak2y + B(k2

x + k2
Z ) 

C ky kz 

where we took the zero of energy at the r point. 
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(23) 

(24) 

The projection onto the X.Y.Z states is rather useful since it allows the use of 

the cubic symmetry to express the A.B.C.cx./M constants in terms of matrix elements 

of the 11 operator. Detailed expressions are given in Appendix I. As a next step. 

we can then obtain the traditional matrix representation of the Luttinger Hamiltonian 

by projection upon the ordered basis { 1 3/2.3/2). 13/2.-1/2). 1 3/2.1/2). 

1 3/2.-3/2) }. 

A'hh 0 6- 0 
* 

klh 0 -6-0 

:7C = 6-* 0 klh 
(25) 

0 

0 -6- * khh 0 

where the matrix elements k hh • k lh • 6-. and 0 are given explicitly in Eqs. (50-52) of 

Appendix I. The Luttinger parameters and deformation potentials are semi-empiric 

parameters. which can be found in material parameter tables. such as Landolt-Born-

stein. lO The deformation potentials are typically measured by application of uniaxial 



stress and analysis of the corresponding changes in electroreflectance spectra.8 

!l 1.5 QUANTUM CONFINED SYSTEMS - THE ENVELOPE FUNCTION 

APPROACH 
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Semiconductor heterostructures, like a Quantum Well (QW) or a Superlattice 

(SL) are epitaxialy grown materials, using techniques like Molecular Beam Epitaxy 

(MBE) or Metal-Organic Vapor Phase Deposition (MOVPE). These methods allow the 

construction of semiconductor interfaces which are flat up to one atomic monolayer. 

In our modelling, we assume that these interfaces are perfectly flat, as depicted in 

Fig. 2 below. 

Different Layers 

B A B 

Band Edge Profile 

Fig. 2. Schematics of a multilayered structure. Bottom: Band-edge profile seen by 

an electron. 
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The band gap in region (A) is smaller than in region (B). So. if the width of 

(A) is smaller or comparable to the exciton Bohr radius of the material. quantum size 

effects take place. The bottom part of Fig. 2 depicts the band edge profile as seen 

by an electron along the z (growth) direction. If the potential well is deep enough 

and/or the (well) width is large enough. we have stationary states along z. These 

states are the bound states of the semiconductor QW. If the well is sufficiently thin 

(or if the confinement potential is small). tunneling from one well to another in a 

mullilayered structure leads to superlattice states (discussed in detail in chapter 3). 

In what follows we concentrate on the so-called type I structures. in which both 

electrons and holes are confined in the same region.2 The band offset parameter. 

which is a fitting parameter in our model. determines which portion of the band gap 

discontinuity determines the electron confinement potential and which part character

izes the hole confinement. 

In the previous sections we have used Bloch functions which are products of 

slowly varying exponential envelopes and rapidly oscillating lattice periodic compo

nents (unk's). In the envelope function approach. we use the same lattice periodic 

functions for both (A) and (B) layers. The quantum confinement effects will be basi-

cally described by the modified envelope functions. Strictly speaking. for that 

approach to be meaningful. the confinement potentials have to be slowly varying 

functions with respect to the atomic potentials. As point out by Allarelli.9 such an 

assumption is not consistent with the flat interface potential of Fig. 2. but the final 

resulls are in good agreement with more sophisticated computational techniques and 

reproduce most experimental data rather well. This relatively good agreement is pos

sible because we use semi-empiric parameters like band offsets. Luttinger parameters. 

deformation potentials and conduction band effective masses. The possibility of 
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obtaining quasi-analytical results is the main reason for using the envelope function 

approach. Small deviations from experimental data can. in most cases. be corrected 

by choosing slightly different parameters within the error range in which they are 

given in tables. like those in Ref. 10. The heterostructures thus have. with respect 

to bulk materials. an additional confinement potential due to the z-dependence of the 

band gaps and material parameters. So. in order to obtain the heterostructure version 

of the Luttinger Hamiltonian. we apply the following rules.2•9 

(i) Replace fikz by Pz => -iI18/8z. 

(ii) Consider all material parameters as piecewise constant z-dependent func-

tions. 

(iii) Symmetrize products of z-dependent functions and the Pz operator. 

(iv) Introduce the quantum confinement potentials in the diagonal terms as 

piecewise constant functions. 

(v) In the presence of external potentials U(z). introduce them as diagonal 

terms. The Hamiltonian thus reads. 

:TChh (5 aJ 0 
(5* :TC1h 0 -aJ 

:TC = aJ* 0 :TC1h 
(5 (26) 

0 -aJ (5* :TChh 

:TC hh = :TC hu + :TChs ' 

(27.a) 



tiff 
2m 

% hs = -(a + b) fzz - (-a + b/2) (fxx + fyy). 

26 

(27.b) 

(28) 

(29) 

where a. b. c. 'YI' 'Y2' 'Y3' Ex . x . are z-dependent functions. and Yhh • Y1h are the con
I J 

fining potentials for heavy and light holes respectively. Note that the states that in-

elude band coupling are linear combinations of heavy and light hole states. 

The Hamilton operator above yields a system of coupled Schrodinger equa-
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tions. We additionally have to specify the boundary conditions imposed upon the 

solution. denoted by I 1/J). The boundary conditions are: 

(i) The wavefunction ( r I 1/J) is continuous. 

(ii) A generalization of the continuity of the derivative of the wavefunction 

for I -D potentials: let IJ denote the 4x4 operator obtained upon integration along the 

z-direction of the Hamiltonian :TC in Eq. (26).9 Thus. ( r I IJ 1/J ) must also be con-

tinuous. 

(iii) For a SL. we must have a periodic solution with the periodicity of the 

confining potential. For an isolated QW the bound state wavefunctions have to 

vanish at large z. 

The conduction bands are. in our model. parabolic (decoupled). with s-like 

functions characterizing the bulk states. Spherical symmetry then yields the following 

Hamiltonian for the conduction band electrons in a QW. 

%e = :TCeu + %es. 

tJ2k 2 

:TCe =-Pz -- p - ~ +V(z) 
2me z 2me e' 

:TCes = -a' (EX x + Eyy + Ezz ). 

(30) 

The coupled system of differential equations describing the valence bands can 

be sol\oed using a variety of techniques. We postpone the actual solution of the 

problem to chapter 2. were we present our own algorithm. which combines features 

from different solution schemes.9•11- 14 At this point we review the necessary steps to 

apply the Hamiltonian of Eq. (26) to strained-layer heterostructures. 
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§ 1.6 STRAINED LAYER HETEROSTRUCTURES 

The first semiconductor SL's constructed were strained GaAsP-GaAs SL'S.15.16 

However. after the MBE and MOCVD techniques were perfected. most researchers 

concentrated in the study of high quality "unstrained" systems. But recently. there is 

an increasing interest on strained layer systems. Among the advantages they display 

with respect to their unstrained counterparts. we can highlight: 16 

(i) Removal of the rather restrictive lattice matching condition in the choice 

of constituent materials. broadening the range of composites to be used in a heteros

tructure. 

(ii) Allowance of a wide range of variation of band gaps and lattice parame-

ters. 

(iii) Increase in the average curvature of the top valence band. due to strain

induced decoupling. with consequent reduction of laser threshold currents. 

On the other hand. the thicknesses of the layers and their compostion must 

remain within certain boundaries. The mismatch has to be sufficiently small to be 

elastically accommodated in the structure. 

The strained superlattice (SSL) is thus a periodic structure of alternate layers 

of materials (A) and (B). as in Fig. 2. with lattice parameters given. respectively. by 

a l and a2 • In equilibrium. the layers are strained. such that their in-plane lattice 

parameter (all) is matched. We assume the SSL to be grown on a substrate that has 

an in-plane parameter matching (all) at the substrate/SLL interface. Application of 

the equilibrium condition for the SSL boundary gives. 16 
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(3 I) 

where w 1• W 2 denote. respectively. the widths of layers (A) and (B). Note that typi-

cally for strained isolated QW's (not SSL's). 

(32) 

which means that the (A) layers are a small perturbation in the whole structure. and. 

as such. it is strained to accommodate the much wider (B) layers. The later thus 

force (all) to the a2 value. In out treatment. curvature and edge effects are neglected 

and the strain tensor is diagonal. 16 By symmetry. we have €xx -= € yy. The value of 

€xx can be obtained directly from Eq. (17). For the (A) layers. we obtain. 

ui+l- ui_1 

xi+l- xi-I 

(i+l) b.- (i-l)b. ~ 
xi+l- Xi-I 

where the displacements III the XY (layer) plane are illustrated in Fig. 3 below. 

(33) 
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Plane of The Layers 

t::. 
~ 

EBO 

X"-l x', X"+l 

EBO EBO EBO EBO eo 
XI-1 x, X'+l 

Fig. 3. Schematics of the displacements in the XY plane. Open circles: position 

of the atoms in layer (A) in the absence of strain. Crossed circles: position of the 

atoms in the strained configuration. 

The l'zz component are obtained through the condition that the XY planes are 

not stressed,lG 

(34) 

or, equivalently, 

(35) 
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where the elastic constants 6'12' and 6'1It can be found in material parameter tables. 

The notation is discussed in Appendix I. Note that only the QW (A) regions are 

strained. since for the barriers (8) we have fxx= fyy= ( all- a2 )/(a2) ~ O. and thus 

fz;z = 0 as well. We then see. by analyzing Eqs. (29.30). that the strain corrections 

are purely diagonal. Since in optical experiments. only the overall band gap is rele-

vant and not the independent band changes. we can combine the hydrostatic conduc-

tion and valence band deformation potentials into a single parameter. a + a' -+ a. 

The strained conduction to heavy-hole (C-HH) and conduction to light-hole band gaps 

(C-LH) are thus given by. 

(36) 

where the hydrostatic and shear strain splitting corrections are. 

(37) 

There is some controversy in the literature about the correct value of the 

band offset and whether or not it varies as a function of the In concentration of the 

constituent materials. such as In in InxGal_xAs compounds. Here we follow the 

prescription in Ref. 17. although we restrict the analysis to linear terms on the shear 

strain splitting. The band offset is taken as independent of the In fraction. and we 
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use a band offset value of A = 0.67. unless otherwise noted. This quantity corres

ponds to that fraction of the energy difference between the barrier and the strained 

EC-HH band gap that appears in the conduction band. 

The well depths for the conduction. heavy. and light hole bands are thus. 

Ve = A EC-HH. 

V hh c (I - A) EC-HH. 

V lh = V hh + liEs' 

(38) 

where. again. the spin spilt-off band. farther away in bulk and even farther after the 

quantum confinement is not considered here. 

§ 1. 7 EXTERNALLY APPLIED UNIAXIAL STRESS 

In the preceding section we have considered built-in strain in OW's. There is 

another possibility to include stress in the system. which helps to determine a number 

of parameters. Consider. e.g .. an unstrained GaAs-AlxGal_xAs OW. Uniaxial stress 

can be applied to the crystal. e.g. as a [001] compression. In this case we have. 

(39) 

At this point. we have reviewed those basic one-electron properties found in 
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the current literature which will be needed for the remainder of this thesis. 

Chapters 2 to 7 contain results obtained by the author of this thesis. in collaboration 

with S.W. Koch. I. Galbraith. W.W. Chow and G. Duggan. for optical and electronic 

properties of semiconductor heterostructures with two and many body effects. In 

chapter 2 we present an algorithm for solving the coupled valence band problem that 

combines features of both the finite-difference and matrix diagonalization techniques. 

which allows for fast band-structure and dipole-moment calculations. Those free-car

rier states are necessary as an expansion basis to be used in connection with the 

field operators used in the many-body calculations. The algorithm is then applied to 

a variety of unstrained and strained QW systems. Band structures and dipole 

moments are shown and the role of strain corrections are discussed through a variety 

of examples. The Coulomb interaction is then introduced in the low density regime. 

and exciton binding energies in superlattices are discussed in chapter 3 using an ani

sotropic medium approach. For more than two interacting particles. many-body tech

niques are necessary. In chapter 4 we derive optical Bloch equations for multiple 

subband strained layer QW's and discuss formal solutions to the polarization equation 

that ultimately gives the optical spectra. In the gain regime. the many-body correc

tions manifest themselves as plasma screening. band gap shifts. Coulomb enhancement 

and band filling. It is then necessary to use a specific for the screened Coulomb 

potential. In chapter 5 we discuss a multi-subband single-plasmon-pole statically 

screened Coulomb potential. In chapter 6. the theory is then applied to the study of 

semiconductor lasers. Gain spectra and linewidth enhancement (OI-factor) are com

puted for a variety of systems. Concluding remarks are finally presented in 

chapter 7. 



CHAPTER 2 

AN ALGORITHM FOR STRAINED LAYER QUANTUM WELL 

BAND STRUCTURES 
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In this chapter we discuss an algorithm for the computation of eigenvalues 

and eigenstates of lattice-matched and strained-layer QW's. The technique is appl

ied to a variety of QW systems with different design and material parameters. The 

roles of strain. weII width. band offsets. confinement barriers and aIIoy composition 

are discussed. Limiting cases whith only one species of hole are obtained. Com

puted results for band structures. dipoles and free-carrier gain spectra are presented. 

Such spectra are relevant for further chapters. where we must select which transi

tions should be considered for the Coulomb enhancement correction within the Pade' 

approximation. The speed of the computation and the importance of the expansion 

chosen for the many-body analysis starting in chapter 4 are the main reasons for 

developing the algorithm as presented below. instead of attempting a root-finding 

approach similar to that presented on Ref. 12. Furthermore. the technique aIIows the 

inclusion of each of the subbands at a time illustrating their role in the coupling 

mechanism. 
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§ 2.1 THE METHOD 

There are several methods which can be applied in the solution of the Luttinger 

Hamiltonian for heterostructures. Altarelli et a1.9,1B solve the system of differential 

equations corresponding to the 4x4 operator matrix of Eq. (2-26) numerically. t 

Twardowski&Hermannl9 apply a variational approach, after reducing the 4x4 matrix 

to two 2x2 blocks using a unitary transformation ,U, as suggested by 

Broido&Cham.20 Ahn&Chuang21 solve the block diagonalized problem numerically. 

Brum&Bastard22,2 use a matrix diagonalization technique, restricting the expansion 

basis to the bound valence states at k = D,tt and using the axial approximation9,1B 

discussed below. Furthermore, they assume the material parameters to be the same 

in both layers. More recently, Chuang12 combined the block diagonalization with a 

root finding scheme to obtain quasi-analytical approximations for the eigenvalues and 

eigenstates. Our technique combines the block diagonalization with the technique 

used by Brum&Bastard.22,2 The method highlights the contribution of each quantum 

confined state to the final band structure p'y constructing the final states as a linear 

combination of heavy and light holes. 

The results presented below are valid for the most common configurations in 

which the strain corrections to the Luttinger Hamiltonian are diagonal, as discussed in 

t The convention adopted throughout this dissertation for equations and figures from 

another chapter or Appendix is, e.g. Eq. (2-26) corresponds to Eq. (26) of chapter I; 

Fig. (1.1) corresponds to Fig. I of Appendix I. 

tt Note that, unless otherwise stated, k refers to the in-plane crystal momentum, 

k = kll == (kx,ky ). 
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§ 1.6 and § 1. 7. For more general strain cases. other expressions for the U transforma-

tion must be sought. 12 

The first step to the solution is the axial approximation. Altarelli et a1.9
•
18 

performed a detailed numerical analysis of the problem and noticed that. by replacing 

12 and 13 in the (j u term of Eqs. (1.26-28) by 1 = (11 + 12)/2. the resulting dispersion 

relations depend only on k = I kl (isotropic) and lie halfway between the [100]. and 

[I 10] solutions. This approximation allows the transformation U below to block diag-

onalize the 4x4 matrix.20 

(I) 

U= [ ~~ 
0 0 -0/ 

{3* -{3 0 (2) 
{3* {3 0 
0 0 0/ 

0/ ~ exp[i(31T/4 - 3r/J/2)]. (3 ~ exp[i(-1T/4 + cpf2)]. 

(3) 

The transformed Hamiltonian .9"C T then reads. 
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.7CT = [$U 0 1 o .7Cd· 

(4) 

.7Cu", [ .7Chh 

0* ~hl 

%d= [.7C1h 0 1 0* .7Chh • 

(5) 

0", - 16'1 + i I all. 

where 6'. aI are defined by Eqs. (1-26.29). At this point. we drop the unecessary T 

subscript for the transformed Hamiltonian. The k-dependent upper (u) and lower (d) 

block solutions for the vth subband are given. respectively. by. 

I 1/Juvk ) '" I fHuvk ) I Hu) + I fLuvk ) I Lu). 

(6) 

I 1/Jdvk ) '" I fHdvk ) I Hd) + I fLdvk ) I Ld). 

I Hu) == [Ci.* I 3/2 3/2 ) - Ci. I 3/2 -3/2 ) ]. 

I Lu) == [(3* I 3/2 -1/2 ) - (3 I 3/2 1/2 ) ]. 

(7) 

I Ld ) == [(3* I 3/2 - I /2 ) + (3 I 3/2 1/2 ) ]. 

I Hd ) == [Ci.* I 3/2 3/2 ) + Ci. I 3/2 -3/2 ) ]. 
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The (k-independent) solution for the cth conduction subband is given by. 

I 1/Ic(J ) = Ilk) I uC(J ). (8) 

The functions fHuvk(z). fLuvk(z). fHdvk(z). fLdvk(Z). and lk(z) in Eqs. (6) - (8) 

are envelope functions provided by the diagonalization of the Luttinger Hamiltonian. 

The method can be summarized as follows. Let ~m' ¢n denote. respectively 

the m.n heavy. and light-hole eigenstates of a QW at k = O. with eigenvalues EHm • 

ELn .2.11.22 Let X denote in general the electron. heavy and light-hole envelope func

tions. The even and odd states are given. respectively by. 

Xe 

Xo 

A coskAz. 

B exp( "B( w/2 - z ) ). 

B exp( "B( z + w/2 ) ). 

A sinkAz. 

B exp( "B( w/2 - z ) ). 

- B exp( "B ( Z + w /2 ) ). 

- w/2 ;S; z ;S; w/2. 

z ~ w/2. 

z ;S; - w/2 

- w/2 ;S; z ;S; w/2. 

z ~ w/2. 

z ;S; - w/2. 

(9) 

(10) 

where w is the QW width. The constants A. B. kA• "B are obtained through direct 

substitution in the Schrodinger equation. matching X(z). and I/m(z) dX/dz across the 

interfaces. and by normalizing the wavefunctions. Here. the m(z)'s are the effective 

masses that appear in the diagonal elements of the Luttinger Hamiltonian matrix. 2 
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If we assume that the same material parameters characterize both types of 

layers (here we use always the QW parameters) we can diagonalize each block in the 

{ ~m' ifJn} basis. The procedure involves no further approximation if all the states 

are considered. As in Ref. 22. we approximate the solution by restricting the ex pan-

sion to k = 0 bound states. which is an excellent approximation. since we are inter-

ested in the corresponding bound states at k :/= O. The method avoids the solution of 

a system of differential equations for each k. Only the simple. decoupled k = 0 case 

is solved. and the quasi-analytical results are then used in the matrix diagonalization 

scheme. We concentrate on symmetric QW's (with the origin at the center of the 

well). In this case. the upper and lower blocks are degenerate. 2•1l•22 The HH and 

LH envelope function components of the upper block solution can be expanded. 

respectively. in the form. 

fHuvk = Lavm ~m' 
m 

(II) 

f Luvk Lbvn ifJn• 

n 

leading to the system of equations. 
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LaYm :TChh ~m + L byn o ¢n E LaYm ~m' 
m n m 

(12) 

LaYm 0* ~m + L byn %Ih ¢n E L byn ¢n' 

m n n 

The only matrix elements necessary to uniquely determine the solution are 

thus. 

( ~m I % hh I ~m' ) 

(13) 

( ~m I 0 I ¢n ). 

The matrix corresponding to the system of equations above can then be set up 

term by term in the ordered basis { ~m' ¢n}' and any convenient matrix diagonaliza-

tion subroutine can be invoked to determine the band structure.25 
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§ 2.2 FREE-CARRIER OPTICAL SUSCEPTIBILITY 

The interaction of free carriers with an intense laser beam can be described 

by a semi-classical Hamiltonian. 

-e 6'(t) (!/JCrI 1 f·r 1 !/Jpvk) 1 !/JCrI >< !/Jpvk I. (14) 

k.u.p.c.v 

where the label p = u.d denotes the upper and lower block respectively. and u is the 

spin projection (±1/2) in the conduction band states. Using the rotating wave approx-

imation (RWA).23.24 we obtain the optical susceptibility X. as 

x(w) = l/V 1 (!/JCrI 1 e f·r 1 !/Jpvk ) 12 

k.u.p.c.v 

6'(t) == 6'(w) exp[ -i(wt + i5)] + c.c .• 
2 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

where the i5 factor ensures causality. The Fermi functions in the conduction-valence 

band notation are given. by fck ' fvk and by fck ' fhk in the electron-hole notation. 

EC' Ev denote the energies of the cth conduction and vth valence subbands. We 

exploit the spin and block degeneracies. as well as the isotropic character of the 
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dispersion relations, which is a consequence of the axial approximation. 

The TM (e = z) and TE (e = x cosO + y sinO) free-carrier susceptibilities 

XTM(W), XTE(w) thus read, 

XTM(W) = l/V 1 (S 1 e z 1 Z > 12 4/3 L 1 ( ~ 1 fLk > 12 

k,c,V 

XTE(W) = I/V 1 (S 1 e z 1 Z > 12 L { 1 (~I fHk > 12 + 
k,c,V 

+ 1/3 1 (~I fLk > 12 + 2/.)3 ( ~ 1 fHk > ( ~ 1 fLk > cos(2¢ + 20) } 
.6.f cvk 

fcvk 

(20) 

where the cos term is eliminated by the angular integration since the dispersion rela-

tions are isotropic.21 The reduced TM and TE dipole moments are defined as, 

1 IlTM.kcv 12 1/3 1 (~I fLk > 1
2
, 

(21) 

1 IlTE.kcv 12 1/4 { 1 < ~ 1 fHk > 12 + 1/3 1 < ~ 1 fLk > 12 }. 

In the next section, we analyze several QW systems. The material parameters 

used are summarized in Table II below. Linear interpolation in the composition of 

the constituents is used to characterize the alloys. 



Table II .a. Material parameters as discussed in Ref. 17. 

material 

GaAs 

InAs 

InP 

m * c 

0.0665 

0.027 

0.073 

6.85 

19.67 

6.35 

2.1 

8.37 

2.08 

2.9 

9.29 

2.76 
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£(0) £(00) 

13.71 10.9 

15.15 12.25 

12.61 9.61 

Table II. b. Material parameters as discussed in Ref. 17. The elastic constants C lI 

and C'2 are given in units of (l01ldyn/cm2
). 

material 

GaAs 

InAs 

InP 

a 

(eV) 

7.1 

5.9 

6.35 

b 

o 
(eV) (A) 

1.7 5.6533 

1.8 6.0583 

2.0 5.8687 

11.88 5.38 

8.33 4.53 

10.22 5.76 
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§ 2.3 FREE CARRIER BAND STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS 

The influence of the different contributions to the dispersion of the top two 

o 
valence bands for a lattice matched Ino.53Gao.47As-InP IOOA QW is illustrated in 

Fig. I below. where the basis states giving rise to the coupled bands are selected. 

$' 
(0) 

0 
<l.) 

E ............ 
>. 
C"l 
~ 
<l.) 
c -50 w 

$' -25 
<l.) 

E ............ 
>. 
~ 
<l.) 
c -75 w 

0.5 1.5 
K (7f:/W) 

Fig. I. Influence of different basis states in the coupled valence subbands of a 

o 
Ino.53Gao.47As-InP IOOA QW . (a) VI. (b) V2. 
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Let HHk. LHj denote. respectively. the kth heavy-hole and jth light-hole band. 

and let e and 0 label even and odd states with respect to the center of the well. 

Then at k == O. the bands can be classified as follows: VI = (HHl,e). V2 = (HHl.o). 

V3 == (LHl.e). V4 == (HH3.e). V5 == (HH4.0). V6 == (LH2.0). V7 == (HH5.e). The con

duction bands are numbered from bottom to top and conversely for the valence 

bands. The leftmost curves in (a) and (b) include HHI through HH5 in the algorithm. 

Since the HH levels cannot couple directly. (likewise for the LH's). such curves are 

parabolic. In Fig. l.a for VI. the long-dashed line is for HHI + LH2. while the 

short-dashed is for HHI + LHl. The former bands have opposite parity wavefunc

tions at k == O. Nonzero coupling can thus only arise through the aJ term in the 

Luttinger Hamiltonian (see Eq. (1-26» which is of order k and dominates at small k, 

although LH2 is farther away than LHl. For k :'!: 0.8 and larger the (J term which 

couples states with the same parity at k = 0 as in HHI. LHl. dominates. The third 

curve is for HHI + LHI + LH2. and confirms the expected result that the dominating 

mechanism is the direct HH-LH coupling. The last curve is the final result with all 

bands included, and we can see the smaller corrections due to indirect HH-HH cou

pling mediated by LH's. The dotted line in Fig l.b is obtained by coupling HH2 to 

all the bands below it. They push HH2 upwards creating the negative mass effect. 

HH2 + LHI is the dominant coupling as shown by the dashed line. The repulsive 

effect of HHI through indirect coupling mediated by LH's is depicted by the last 

curve which finally includes the contribution of all states to V2. Note that the 

t Unless otherwise stated the band offsets are taken as 0.67. the unstrained band

gaps are for T == 300oK. and the spectra are computed with Lorentzian lineshape 

function with a constant phenomenological broadening r = 1013/S• 
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convention to call the mJ = ±3/2 states heavy holes. and the mJ = ±3/2 light holes 

refers to the z-direction mass. although in the plane of the layers the former have 

smaller masses than the later in the decoupled parabolic regime (mass reversal). 

At this point. it is useful to go through a brief recap of the assumptions made 

so far before discussing some examples of free-carrier band structures and optical 

spectra. We depart from the generalized version of the Luttinger Hamiltonian that 

includes linear terms on the strain field. We then introduce suitable modifications in 

the Hamiltonian matrix. converting it to an operator matrix in order to account for 

the z-dependence of the confining potentials and other material parameters that 

describe a QW. We further make the axial approximation that allows the aforemen

tioned unitary transformation to break the 4x4 matrix operator into two 2x2 blocks. 

These blocks are degenerate due to the symmetry of the QW's considered. The same 

material parameters are then assumed to characterize the whole. structure and we 

diagonalize the blocks in the restricted basis constituted by the uncoupled basis states. 

In what follows we discuss the influence of design and material parameters in the 

electronic and optical properties of free carriers in a QW. 

§ 2.3.1 INxGAI_xAS-INP SYSTEMS 

In § 1.6 we pointed out some advantages that strained systems possess in com

parison with their lattice-matched counterparts. Most of the advantage is a conse

quence of the ability to increase the top valence band curvature. Systems like 

InxGal_xAs-InP provide us with a good example how certain amounts of strain in 

the material lead to a top valence band with a high curvature. 
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Table H.b shows that InP has a lattice parameter value in between those of 

GaAs and InAs. For x = Xc = 0.53. the system is unstrained. since the aIloy and 

barrier parameters are matched. For x < xc' the aIloy is under tension. the mJ = 1/2 

bands move upwards and the mJ = 3/2 bands move downwards. Such is an unde-

sirable effect. since it decreases the curvature of the top valence band. On the other 

hand. for x > xc' the alloy is under compression. mJ = 3/2 bands move upwards and 

the mJ = 1/2 bands move downwards. increasing the top band curvature as desired. 

The diagram on Fig. 2 summarizes the results above. 
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Fig. 2. Tension-compression strain diagram for InxGal_xAs-InP systems. 

Free-carrier valence band structures obtained from Luttinger theory. and cor-

responding gain spectra are shown in Figs. (3) - (8). The built-in strain evolves from 

tensile (x = 0.43), to zero (x = 0.53). and compressive (x = 0.63) cases. The heavy 

hole (HH) contribution and the top band curvature increase with x. Note that. by 

changing x both the potential barrier and the strain corrections are affected. 
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Figure 3 depicts the free-carrier valence band structure and the squares of the HH 

and LH components of the reduced dipole moments of Eq. (20, namely, 

I I 2 I I I 2 0 (&: fHk ) I ,and (&: fLk ) ,for an Ino.43Gao.57As-InP IOOA OW. The 

OW is under tensile strain. The bands classification is: (CI == El.e), (C2 = E2,o), 

(C3 = E3.e). (VI = LHI,e), (V2 = HHI,e), (V3 = HH2,o), (V4 = HH3,e), (V5 = LH2.o), 

(V6 = HH4,o). 
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Fig. 3. (a) Valence band structure for a In0.43GaO.57As-InP IOOA OW. (b) 

Transition dipole components. Heavy-Hole contribution: SoIid- CI-VI; Long-

Dashed- C I - V2; Short-Dashed- C2-V3. Dotted curves: Light-Hole contribution. 
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Figure 4 depicts the influence of the most relevant transitions in the free par-

ticle spectra for the QW in Fig. 3. Both inversion of subbands and overlap integrals 

(dipole moments) determine which transitions are relevant and should be included in 

the Coulomb enhancement corrections in the Pade'approximation for the full many 

body spectra discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Fig. 4. Free carrier gain for the QW of Fig. 3. n = IOxI018 carriers/em. (a) TE: 

long-dashed: CI-VI; short-dashed: CI-V2; solid (bottom): C2-VI; dots: C2-V2; long-

dashed (bottom): C2-V3. (b) TM: long-dashed: CI-VI; short-dashed: C2-V3. 
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The lattice matched case. x = 0.53. (CI = El,e). (C2 = E2.o). (C3 = E3.e). 

(VI = HHl,e). (V2 = HH2.o). (V3 = LHI.e). (V 4 = HH3. e). 

(V6 = LH2.o). (V7 = HH5.e). is depicted in Figs. (5.6) below. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Valence band structure for a InO.53Ga0.47As-InP 100A OW. (b) Dipole 

components. Heavy-Hole contribution: Solid- CI-VI; Long-Dashed- CI-V2; Short-

Dashed- C2-V2. Dotted curves: Light-Hole contribution. 
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The compressive strain case, x = 0.63, (CI = EI.e), (C2 = E2,o), (C3 = E3,e). 

(VI = HHI. e), (V2 = HH2,o), (V3 = HH3, e), (V4 = LHI.e), 

(V6 = HH5,e), (V7 = LH2, 0), is shown in Figs. 7,8 below. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Valence band structure for a InO.63GaO.37As-InP IOOA QW. (b) 

Transition dipole components for the Fig. I system. Heavy-Hole contribution: SoIid-

CI-VI; Long-Dashed- CI-V4; Short-Dashed- C2-V2. Dotted curves: Light-Hole 

con tri bu tion. 
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Fig. 8. Free carrier gain for the QW of Fig. 7. n = IOxI018 carriers/em. (a) TE: 

long-dashed: CI-VI: short-dashed: CI-V2: dots: C2-V2: solid (bottom) CI-V4. (b) 

TM: long-dashed: CI-VI: short-dashed: CI-V2: dots: CI-V4: solid (bottom): C2-V2. 
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Figure 9 below depicts the influence of different offset values for the case of 

Ino.63 GaO.37 As-InP QW's. 
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Fig. 9. Valence bands for a InO.63GaO.37As-InP QW. (a) 50A. (b) 100A. (c) 

o 
150A. Solid: offset = 0.47; long-Dashed: offset = 0.67; dots: offset = 0.57. 
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As mentioned in § 1.6 there are some controversies about the correct offset 

value for different systems. For illustration. we show some results for different band 

offsets below. The larger the offset. the smaller the separation between the levels as 

shown in Figure 9. The band offsets can not be computed in our formalism and are 

introduced as input parameters. They are actually material parameters. weakly dep-

endent on the alloy concentration in general. Our analysis indicates that for the top 

band. which accounts for most of the band population for usual laboratory conditions. 

the curvature remains basically unaltered for the smaller k-values. The influence in 

the band curvature is not very large for the top band of most QW configurations. It 

is more pronounced for small wavenumbers in the second band and for large k-

values in the top. The change in offset redistributes the confining potential between 

the conduction and valence bands. To illustrate the effect we plot the the energy 

difference E(C l) - E(V l) at k = a as a function of the band offset in Fig. I a below. 
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Fig. I a. Band gaps (solid). conduction band confinement potential (long-dashed) and 

o 
valence band confinememt potential as a function of the band offset for a I aDA 
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The variation in offset does not alter significantly the energetic position of the 

CI-VI transition. although the reduction (increase) in the valence (conduction) band 

confinement potential can reduce (increase) the number of bound valence (conduction) 

band states. For a thin strained QW. a change in the offset as an input parameter 

can make the difference between the presence or absence of band coupling. Note 

however that. although in our model calculations the offset is an input parameter it is 

not so in the real samples; there it is given by the material composition and is not as 

easily controllable as the well width. 

The consequences of changing the well width are much more dramatic than 

the band offset changes. as can already be seen in Fig. 9. This effect is even more 

clearly illustrated by Fig. II below. 

o 

-50 

1 3 

K (Ti/W) 

Fig. II. Top valence band for a InO.63GaO.37As-InP QW. offset = 0.67. From 
o 0 0 0 

left to right: 25A. 50A. IOOA. 150A. The decoupling increases with level separation 

as a consequence of smaller QW widths. 
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Fig. 12. Valence bands for toOA InxGal_xAs-AlyGal_yAs QW's. (a) y = 0.3. 

Solid: x = O. Dots: x = 0.1. Dashes: x '" 0.2. (b) x = 0.2. Solid: y = 0.4. Dots: 

y = 0.3. Dashes: y = 0.2. (c) x = O. Solid: y = 0.4. Dots: y = 0.3. Dashes: 

y = 0.2. 
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o 
Figure 12 above shows the influence of the composition on 100A InxGal_xAs-

AlyGal_yAs QW's. The well layers are under compression for these systems when

ever x :f: O. As a consequence, the I 3/2 ±3/2 ) (HH) states are shifted upwards 

while the 3/2 ±1/2) (LH) states are shifted downwards. As has already been 

discussed, the former states have a lighter in-plane mass than the later. We show 

two different ways of increasing the top valence band curvature by changing the 

composition in the alloys. In Fig. 12.a, we keep the barrier concentration at y = 0.3, 

and evolve from the strain free solid curves (x = 0) to x = 0.1 (dots) and x = 0.2 

(dashed curves). So, as the In concentration is increased. more compressive strain is 

added to the well layers. the light-hole states are pushed downwards and the top 

band gets progressively less coupled. In Fig. 12. b. we fix the amount of compressing 

strain with x = 0.2. but reduce the confining potential by going from y = 0.4 (solid) 

to y = 0.3 (dots) and finally y = 0.2 (dashes). For the later concentration. the con-

fining potential is not large enough to allow bound light hole states. The HH-LH 

coupling is reduced to overlaps of tails of wavefunctions and is thus neglected. lead-

ing. in our approximation, to parabolic bands. So, in Fig. 12.a, we change both the 

strain and confinement potentials. while in in Fig. 12. b we change the potential in 

the presence of a finite strain. In Fig. 12.c we analyze the influence of the confin-

ing potential in the absence of strain. by taking x = 0, and evolving from y = 0.4 

(solid), to y = 0.3 (dots) and finally y = 0.2 (dashes). We see that the top band is 

negligibly changed. while the second one has a relatively larger curvature change as 

well as an upwards shift as the confining potential is reduced (smaller x values). 

To summarize. in this chapter we introduced an algorithm for the solution of 

a generalized Luttinger Hamiltonian describing both lattice matched and strained layer 

QW's. The influence of each subband in the coupling process has been analyzed. 
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We illustrate the dominating HH-LH coupling mechanism. and the weaker HH-HH 

coupling mediated by the LH's (and vice-versa). By varying the design and material 

parameters we have studied the effect of band offsets. confining potentials and well 

widths. The last two dominate by far the effective curvatures of the bands. By 

changing the alloy compositions. specially when strain is present the bands can evolve 

from highly coupled to almost parabolic. The choice of well widths is also extremely 

important to engineer the bands. being the most relevant parameter in the absence of 

strain. Note. that in the direct gap regime. in which we are mostly interested and 

which wehave discussed so far. if compressive strain is not present the QW system 

always has at least one heavy-hole and one light-hole bound state. In this case. as 

also pointed out by Bastard2 in his analysis of GaAs-GaAIAs systems. significant 

decoupling can only be achieved through sizable increase in the level separation by 

reducing the well width. 

Up to this point. we have discussed only free-carrier systems. We should 

now introduce the Coulomb interaction in the system. As a first step we consider 

the low-density regime in chapter 3. and illustrate it with a study of excitons in sup

erlattices through our an anisotropic medium approach that leads to analytical approx

imations for the exciton binding energies. For higher densities. the complexity of the 

interaction mechanisms can only be tackled with many particle physics techniques. 

which will be the subject of chapters 4-7. 
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CHAPTER 3 

COULOMB INTERACTION IN HETEROSTRUCTURES 

- THE LOW DENSITY LIMIT 

The first two chapters discussed free-particle eigenstates in detail. Realistic 

non-parabolic dispersion relations have been computed for lattice-matched and stra-

ined-Iayers QW's. In this chapter we now introduce the Coulomb interaction in the 

system. After the analysis of the one-particle problem. we now analyze the two par-

ticle. or exciton. problem. We concentrate here on unstrained super lattices. and an 

analogy with bulk materials will be drawn in an anisotropic medium approach. 

In the low density regime. the band edge optical properties of semiconductor 

heterostructures are dominated by excitonic behavior and as such a knowledge of the 

exciton binding energy is crucial. Several variational approaches have been applied 

to compute the exciton ground-state energy in isolated. double QW's and in a wide 

range of other systems.26- 20 To treat short period superlattices Whittaker30 used a 

restricted tight-binding basis set corresponding to a single electron and hole miniband. 

The problem then becomes equivalent to particles moving in two-dimensional planes 

which are coupled via quantum mechanical tunneling between adjacent planes. 

Dignan and Sipe31 recently considered an expansion of the Wannier functions in a 

basis of two-well exciton states. which yields good results in the regime of large per-

o 
iods. but breaks down for short period superlattices (d < 60 A). In this chapter. we 

discuss an alternative technique32-
33

• which we apply to the computation of superlat-

tice ground state binding energies. 

In Fig. (2.10) we saw that. by reducing the QW width. the separation between 
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the energy levels increase. and as consequence. the band coupling is noticeably 

reduced. In what follows. we shall concentrate on short period superlattices. The 

heavy and light hole levels (actually spread out as minibands as discussed below). 

will be considerably separated. We shall then neglect the band coupling. restricting 

the analysis to the diagonal terms of the Luttinger Hamiltonian. which yields para

bolic in-plane dispersion relations. The superlattice will be modelled as an aniso

tropic three-dimensional medium. characterized by effective masses and dielectric con

stants which take different values along the growth direction or perpendicular to it. 

An anisotropic Wannier equation will be shown to describe the exciton eigenstates. 

and analytical approximations to the ground state will be computed and discussed 

using variational techniques. The method can also be extended to higher excited 

exciton states. and provides a simple intuitive scenario. in which the rather involved 

problem of the interaction of electrons and holes in a superlattice is simplified by the 

introduction of the effective anisotropic medium where the quasi-free carriers propa

gate and interact. 
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§ 3.1 EXCITON BINDING ENERGIES IN SUPERLA TTICES 

- AN ANISOTROPIC EFFECTIVE MEDIUM APPROACH 

In a super lattice. the coupling between neighboring wells increases with a 

decrease in either the barrier width or height. As this happens. the quasi-two-

dimensional character of the confined carriers is progressively lost. the originally dis-

crete energy levels hybridize into minibands and the electronic wavefunctions become 

extended periodic functions. In this limit one may view the superlattice as a highly 

anisotropic medium with the motion in the confinement direction being determined by 

the superlattice potential. To iIIustrate. we sketch. on Fig. I. a section of a super-

lattice potential as seen by an electron. and compare with the potential of a QW with 

the same well width. 

SUPERLATnCE 

LB LW La 

ISOLATED WELl. 

LW 

GROWTH DIRECTION 

Fig. I. Sketch of a section of the periodic superlattice potential. and of a QW 

with the same well width. 
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The region between dashed lines on top of Fig. I corresponds to the superiat-

tice miniband. while the single dashed line on the bottom depicts the isolated QW 

level from which the miniband originates via hybridization. Therefore. we replace 

the electron and hole motion in the confinement direction by an effective mass 

motion. with the appropriate mass obtained from the miniband dispersion relation. 

Thus. the effective electron/hole mass perpendicular to the layer plane becomes very 

different from that in the parallel direction. We plot the dispersion for both e1ec-

trons and heavy holes in Fig. 2 for a superlattice with well and barrier widths. For 

all illustrations in this chapter. unless otherwise stated. we assume a GaAs/AIGaAs 

superiattice with a 0.3 Al concentration in the barriers. and a 0.67 conduction band 

offset. 
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In Fig. 2 above. the asterisks mark the boundaries for the validity of our cal

culations of the exciton binding energy. The dotted lines correspond to the parabolas 

with which the method replaces the original dispersion relation (in solid lines). 

The problem is then reduced to the study of an exciton in an anisotropic 

medium. This general problem has been previously studied34
-

37
• For relatively small 

anisotropies. perturbation theory leads to simple analytical expressions36 while. in an 

intermediate range. variational calculations have been applied for the donor34 as well 

as for the exciton problem. 35 

models37
• 

Extreme anisotropy has been studied under 2-D 

In order to obtain analytical solutions for both the binding energy and the 

exciton wave function. we propose a variational calculation with a single trial func

tion suitably scaled to account for the anisotropy in the medium. 

§ 3.2 THE METHOD 

Consider two superlattice minibands. labelled by the indices (J.K). We are in

terested in the exciton state that arises out of the interaction between an electron 

from mini band 1. and a hole from mini band K. 

The Schrodinger equation describing such a state reads 

(I) 

where V is the Coulomb potential. and :TCo is the superlattice periodic Hamiltonian. 

In the effective mass approximation. which is equivalent to keeping only the uncou

pled diagonal terms in the Luttinger Hamiltonian. :TCo is given by 
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(2). 

In the expression above. Ve•h is the confining potential for electrons (holes). as 

dictated by the appropriate band gaps and offsets. The z-dependence of the effective 

masses is kept. unlike in the previous chapter where the variation with z of the Lut-

tinger parameters (and thus of the effective masses) was neglected in the calculations. 

The kinetic energy term as written in Eq. (2). with the z-dependent effective 

masses between the partial derivative operators. has been shown to consistently repro-

duce the experimental values for the confinement energies of GaAs/(Al.Ga)As semi-

conductor QW'S38. while maintaining the hermiticity of :7Co (see also the discussion in 

the previous chapter about symmetrizing z-dependent quantities in the Hamiltonian). 

In a superlattice. the crystalline potential is periodic in the growth direction. 

When the super lattice period is small compared to the exciton Bohr radius. the con-

fining potentials. Ve•h play a role exactly analogous to the crystal potential in the 

usual bulk effective mass theory.3 We may exploit this similarity. and derive a new 

effective mass for the electron and hole in the perpendicular direction. This mass 

will be affected not only by the constituent effective masses. but also by the curva-

ture of the miniband dispersion. 

We will now show how this new effective mass can be calculated. paralleling 

the bulk effective mass approach. 

(3) 
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In Eq. (3). X is a 2-D plane wave with wavevector ~j. and ¢qj is a l-D Bloch wave-

function. with wavevector q. namely 

X~j = S-I/2 e j ~j . Pj (4-a) 

(4-b) 

In our notation. k j = (~j. qj). Sand L are the superlattice area. and length respec-

tively. We denote n = S L the volume of the sample. The Bloch functions. Uqj in

troduced above have the periodicity of the superlattice. and are normalized within 

one superlattice period. which is the size of the corresponding unit cell. 

In this basis. we get 

1{rex(re ·rh) = L A(ke• k h) !/Ike (re) !/Ikh (rh) 

ke.kh 

Introducing the free-particle energies 

leads to 

(5) 

(6) 

(co(ke • k h ) - €) A(ke • k h) + L V(ke • kh k'e' k'h) A(k'e' k'h) = 0 (7) 

k'e.k'h 
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where 

(8) 

In the expression above, the functional dependencies are omitted for clarity. 

At this point, we can rewrite the free particle energy in the form 

(9) 

Su bstitution of Eq. (9) into Eq. (7) gives, 

(10) 

L V(ke,ke, kh,kh,) A(ke" kh') 0, 

ke',kh, 

where we introduced the electron and hole effective masses 
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_1_ = 1 82 
%j.1I I t/Jj ) 

mi. II tz2 8k2 ( 1fij I (i=e, h) (II) 

_1_= 1 82 
I .9'Cj.perp I t/Jj ) 

mj.perp tz2 8q2 ( 1fij (i=e, h) (12) 

The in-plane effective mass, mi. II , is an average over the in-plane masses of 

the two different materials weighted by the wavefunction in the perpendicular direc-

tion. The mass in the Z direction is obtained from the curvature of the band disper-

sion E(q) around the zone center (see Fig. 4). This dispersion can be calculated by 

considering the periodic superiattice potential as piecewise constant, which aIIows 

¢j(Zj) to be written analyticaIIy in each region. Application of the continuity of 

¢j(Zj), Ijmj. perp 8¢J8z, and Floquet's theorem2, yields the appropriate transcendental 

dispersion relations ( one for electrons and one for holes). This is a limiting case of 

the more general boundary conditions discussed in the previous chapter. 

where 

I 
~(q) 

~(q) = 

(13) 

(14) 
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In Eqs. (13. 14) above the subscripts wand b refer to quantities in the wells or bar-

riers respectively. L is the thickness. V the potential barrier. and m the bulk eff ec-

tive mass. We numerically compute 82E(q)/8q2 from Eqs. (13.14) and from Eq. (12) 

we then obtain the effective perpendicular mass. mj.perp' 

The product u\ (Zj) Uq'j (Zj). that appears in Eq. (8). is a periodic function of 

z. and can thus be expanded as 

Uqj *(Zj) Uq'j (Zj) = L 
i j 

H01. z·) e I I • (15) 

The Q1. above are vectors of the reciprocal superlattice. 
I 

.. 
The product X~j Xfj is 

given by 

(16) 

Substitution of Eqs.(I4. 15) into Eq. (8) gives 

(17) 

f f j(qe -q'e -01 ) z i(% -q'h -01 ) z i(~ -f) Pe ei(~h -f'l) . Ph d r d r, <11(r r'l) ee e eh h e e e . e 1 v e' 

The next step is crucial in the effective mass approach. We assume the 

potential to be slowly varying. such that its main Fourier components correspond to 
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wavelengths much larger than the superlattice period. Under these conditions. 

V(ke• kh ; k'e' k'h) is negligible, unless k j and k j , lie near the same minimum. 

The Bloch functions. U
qj

' vary rapidly only on the scale of the superlattice 

period. which is slowly varying over several periods. We thus keep only the ~i = 0 

term in Eq. (8). In this case, Eq. (17) gives, to a good approximation 

(18) 

Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (l0). transforming back to real space. and using 

the exciton envelope function 

(19) 

we get the anisotropic Wannier equation 

(20) 

The reduced in-plane effective mass is given by 
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(21) 

and similarly for /lperp. til and tperp are the components of the dielectric tensor. 

The coordinates in Eq. (20) are the electron-hole separations and the center-of-mass 

motion has been neglected. 

At this point. we have modelled the semiconductor superlattice as an aniso-

tropic medium characterized by effective masses mi.11 and mi.perp. Strictly speaking. 

the anisotropy in the dielectric constant should also be considered.35•36 However. for 

the GaAs/AIGaAs system. the effect is small. and a single. effective dielectric con-

stant can be used. In fact. by application of the continuity of the displacement field 

across the interfaces of a multilayered dielectric medium. we obtain two dielectric 

constants. til • and tperp. If tw' and tb denote the dielectric constant in each layer. 

the ratio of these effective constants is given by 

(tw lw + lb tb) (lw t~ + lb tbl) 
(lw + Ib )2 

(22) 

For the material parameters chosen (see Table III below). the above ratio is 

close to unity. and thus it is a good approximation to consider the single effective 

dielectric constant t2 = til tperp to characterize the whole medium. 

It is helpful to scale Eq. (20) using the effective Rydberg and Bohr radius. 

tP t 
ao = 2 * 

e /l II 
(23) 

Further simplification comes by introducing the anisotropy parameter. 
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(24) 

The transformation of variables above lead to the dimensionless Hamiltonian 

2 
r 

(25) 

We apply the Rayleigh-Ritz method to obtain an approximate solution to the 

Hamiltonian above. As pointed out by Faulkner34 in his more detailed solution. the 

ground state is remarkably pure for r > .001, and can thus be represented by a 

single trial function to a high degree of accuracy. Since we are interested in deriv-

ing analytical expressions for both the binding energy. EB • and the exciton wavefunc-

tion. we choose a trial function. F(x. y. z) with a single variational parameter and 

account for the anisotropy by scaling the function along the z-direction. We obtain 

(26) 

.,,(>1 

EB(r) = .r=l (27) 

.r<1· 

In Fig. 3 we compare our solution for the binding energy as a function of the 

anisotropy parameter r with the more precise numerical computations derived by 
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Fig. 3. Binding energy (in Rydbergs. Eq. (23)) as a function of anisotropy parame-

ter ('Y). Solid line - Eq. (27); asterisks - results from Ref. 34. 

§ 3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results display an increasing binding energy as the anisotropy is in-

creased. Faulkner's calculations involved the diagonalization of 18 x 18 matrices. and 

agree with the present work in the range in which our method can be best applied 

as discussed below. We will now calculate the parameter 'Y for various 

GaAs/AIGaAs superlattices. and. using Eq. (27). the binding energy can be readily 

obtained. Fig. 4 displays the dependence of the anisotropic reduced masses as a 

function of superlattice period in a GaAs/AIGaAs having equal well and barrier 
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Fig. 4. In plane reduced effective mass (dashed line) and perpendicular reduced 

effective mass (solid line) as a function of superlattice period. for equal well and 

barrier thicknesses. 

The in-plane reduced effective mass. ILII' is almost constant but the perpendic-

ular effective mass. ILperp increases strongly as the superlattice period increases; a 

consequence of the wells decoupling. In the limit of infinitely thick barriers. the 

mass for the motion in the z-direction becomes infinitely large. indicating that in this 

limit there can be no motion along the z axis. 

The technique is now applied to the computation of exciton binding energies 

(Eb ) using the material parameters summarized in Table III below. Figure 5 below 

depicts Eb for a GaAs/AIGaAs superlattice with equal well and barrier thickness for 
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three different AI concentrations in the barriers. In this figure. as well as in the 

next two ones. the solid lines correspond to heavy hole excitons. while the dashed 

lines correspond to light hole excitons. 

Table III. Material parameters. A band offset == 0.67 is used. Effective masses in 

units of the free electron mass. mo. and band gap energies in eV. 

material 

GaAs 0.067 

AlAs 0.15 

* ffihh.perp 

0.34 

0.752 

* mlh.perp 

0.094 

0.16 

* 
mlh.11 

0.067 0.11 0.21 

0.21 0.21 0.31 

Eg. 

12.53 1.514 

10.06 3.11 
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Fig. 5. Binding energy (in Rydbergs. Eq. (23» as a function of superlattice period 

for equal weII and barrier thicknesses. From top to bottom. the AI concentration in 

the AlxGal_xAs barrier is 0.3. 0.2. and 0.1. respectively. The solid (dashed) lines 

are for heavy (light) hole excitons. 

Increasing the AI concentration increases the confining potentials as weII as 

the effective masses. leading to greater quantum confinement. Fig. 5 shows that Eb 

increases for increasing period and increasing AI concentration. This reflects the in-

creasing influence of the confining barriers in forcing the electron and hole together. 

In the anisotropic exciton picture this corresponds to an increase in the effective mass 

in the perpendicular direction. Thus. in a given heterostructure. the heavy holes. 

with greater constituent z-direction effective masses. are more confined. leading to 

higher exciton binding energies than the corresponding light hole excitons. As the 
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super lattice period approaches zero the binding energy tends to a volume average 

between that of bulk GaAs. and the corresponding value for the (AI. Ga)As aBoy. 

At this point. it is interesting to study some limiting cases. In Fig. 6. we 

o 
display the variation of Eb with barrier width for a fixed weB width of 25 A and 

various aluminium concentrations. 
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Fig. 6. Binding energy (in Rydbergs. Eq. (23)) as a function of barrier width for a 

o 
fixed weB width (Lw=25 A). From top to bottom. the AI concentration in the barrier 

is 0.3. 0.2. and O. I. respectively. The solid (dashed) lines are for heavy (light) hole 

excitons. 

For large barriers. the behavior is qualitatively similar to that shown in the 

preceding figure. where the increasing quantum confinement increases the binding 

energies. In the opposite limit. Lb -+ 0 • the effective medium reduces to bulk GaAs. 

the well material. and the binding energy reduces to the corresponding Rydberg 
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energy. Note. that the parallel and perpendicular bulk masses used give a value of 

'Y=0.748 for bulk GaAs. This value corresponds to Eb= 1.158 in effective Rydbergs 

(see Fig. 3). Accordingly. a dielectric constant €=12.5 yields an exciton binding 

energy of 4.2 mev. 

As a second example. (Fig. 7) we study the dependence of the binding energy 

o 
as a function of the well width for a fixed barrier width (Lb=2S A). 
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Fig. 7. Binding energy (in Rydbergs. Eq. (23» as a function of well width for a 

o 
fixed barrier width (Lb =2S A). From top to bottom. the Al concentration in the bar-

rier is 0.3. 0.2. and 0.1, respectively. The solid (dashed) lines are for heavy (light) 

hole excitons. 

For very small well widths (Lw ... 0). the medium reduces to a bulk alloy 

which has a larger binding energy in Rydbergs than bulk GaAs due to a smaller 

value of 'Y (larger anisotropy). For larger well widths. but still in the region of 
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strong coupling. the binding energy is slightly reduced due to the averaging between 

the alloy and bulk GaAs values. As Lw increases further. the confinement becomes 

more effective and the binding energy increases strongly. For still larger values of 

Lw' the rate of increase in the binding is reduced. since. although the carriers are 

strongly localized within the well. the confining region is large. and. on average the 

carriers have a larger relative displacement. In this model. the transition from three

dimensional to two-dimensional behavior is a smooth one. manifested by the effective 

mass in the confinement direction becoming infinite. This leads naturally to a binding 

energy of four Rydbergs as one expects for a purely two-dimensional exciton. In 

order for our model to provide an accurate value of the binding energy. the disper

sion should remain parabolic with the same curvature over a sufficient range of q. in 

order to accurately include the high frequency components of the exciton. By taking 

the Fourier transform of the variational wavefunction. Eq. (26). one can show that the 

exciton contains significant contributions of spatial frequencies up to q :!: l/a'YI/ 2• 

Assuming the dispersion remains parabolic over half the reduced Brillouin zone. we 

obtain a validity criterion that the superlattice period D < rra'YI/2/2. which is marked 

by asterisks in Fig. 2. This condition is consistent with a generalization of the cri

terion for validity of the Wannier approximation for bulk semiconductors where the 

exciton Bohr radius must be larger than the atomic lattice spacing.39 Correspondingly. 

in our effective medium theory. the exciton Bohr radius must be larger than the sup

erlattice period. 

In conclusion. in this chapter we have presented an alternative technique to 

study the ground state of excitons in superlattices. It can be applied to the ground 

states of heavy. and light hole excitons. arbitrary-shaped periodic potentials. and other 

materials as long as the coupling between neighboring wells is sufficiently strong. 
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Intense beams of laser light can lead to the generation of a large number of 

carriers In semiconductors. Under these conditions. many-body techniques are 

required to handle the complex interaction picture that arises. In this chapter we 

derive a set of optical bloch equations (OBE's) for heterostructures that generalizes the 

Lindberg & Koch theory. 40.23 

The superperiodic structure of the heterostructure potential is incorporated in 

the solutions of the single-particle (Luttinger) Hamiltonian. Such free-carrier eigen

states. localized in the z-direction but free to move in the plane of the layers. consti

tute in the basis of expansion for the many-body eigenstates. 

The OBE's can describe the interaction with both lattice matched and strained 

systems. They combine the effects of the various coupled subbands with the most 

relevant many-body corrections. The later are addressed within the context of phase 

space filling and a general screened Coulomb potential. The many-body effects are 

represented in the OBE's as state filling. exchange and Coulomb hole terms. responsi

ble for the gain band-gap renormalization. and the Coulomb enhancement effect. 
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§ 4.1 THE MANY BODY HAMILTONIAN 

The complete Hamiltonian for our system readst 

(I) 

iCel = I ~t(R) :TCo ~(R) dR + 

+ I ~t(R) ~t(R') V(R-R') ~(R') ~(R) dR dR'. (2) 

-I ~t(R) e E . R ~(R) dR (3) 

where §eel and §C1 describe. respectively. the interacting electronic system. and the 

interband dipole coupling with the light field. and R ::: (r. z). with r being the in

plane space coordinate. 

The electronic Hamiltonian contains a non-interacting (one-particle or free

carrier) term and interaction terms. The former reads. 

(4) 

t Superscripted operators. e.g.. 6 are used in the second quantization formalism. 23 

The superscripts will be dropped if no ambiguity arises. 
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In Ref. 40 such term describes bulk systems with two parabolic bands. In 

contrast. here :7C c and :7C v (Luttinger Hamiltonian) describe. respectively a set of 

uncoupled conduction and coupled valence sub-bands. which are doubly degenerate 

for symmetric potentials (e.g .• square QW). 

The field operators are expanded in the basis of eigenstates of %0' We order 

this basis from the conduction to the valence bands. such that the band label j intro-

duced below counts and classifies the bands. An eigenstate of :7C 0 in either a val-

ence or a conduction band is represented. respectively by. 

(S.a) 

(S.b) 

where. as seen in Eqs. (2-6.7.8). p = d.u is the block diagonaJization label. (f is the 

mJ projection of spin (±1/2). j is the quantization label. j = C I.C2 .... in Eq. (S.a). and 

j = V I.V2 .... in Eq. (S.b). The functions fHuvk(z). fLuvk(z). fHdvk(z). fLdvk(z). and ~(z) 

are envelope functions provided by the diagonalization of the Luttinger Hamiltonian. 

Furthermore. Wjp and Ujer are fast varying spinol's and S is the sample area. The 

field operators can then be expanded in terms of annihilation operators. 

~(R) = LUjkP Fpjk(R). 

jkp 

(6) 

The expansion above can then be inserted in Eqs. (2.3). The overlap integrals 
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that arise read. 

J p* k A (R) . Pk X (R) V(R-R') p* k A (R') . Pk A (R') dR dR'. 
II 44 22 31 

(7) 

In the simplified notation above the dot denotes scalar product and A incorpo-

rates both band and block/spin labels. 

Among the possible combinations of band indices in the overlap integrals. we 

keep only those that conserve the total number of particles in the conduction and 

valence bands. Those that do not satisfy this condition are discarded. They describe 

the scattering of a valence band state into the conduction band (or conversely) 

through the Coulomb interaction and are extremely non-resonant. We further sim-

plify the Hamiltonian using the Wannier approximation. which is a consequence of 

the assumption that the Bohr radius is much larger than the lattice constant. Both 

the parabolic band and Luttinger approaches depend on this approximation. in which 

the details of the periodic potential are averaged and incorporated in the effective 

masses and Luttinger parameters. 

The Bloch part of the heterostructure wavefunctions oscillate much faster than 

the envelope functions. The integrations involved in the computation of the matrix 

uu 
element V kl1k2kJ4 in Eq. (7) can be broken into two pieces; one for the envelope 

functions and the other for the rapidly oscillating Bloch functions. Note that the 

Bloch functions for different bands are orthogonal. As such. the only possible com-

binations remaining after the Wannier approximation are: C I c2 C3 c4• VI V2 V3 v4• 

c i V2 V3 c4• and V2 c i C4 c3• The interacting light-matter and electron Hamiltonians 

are then given by. 



JLkCVCTP 

%el ~ [. E~ I 

1/2 L 
kk'q:tO {ci} aa' 

1/2 L 
kk'q:tO {vi} pp' 

L 
kk'q:tO C1C2V3V 4 ap 

-L E(t)· JLkCVCTP at kCCT akvp + h. c .• 

kcvap 

L JLkcvCTpl 

I 

= L (ucCTI eRI Wvlp) J f~kCT(Z) fvk1p(Z) dz. 

I 

.'k' ] t +L tJ v at k' akjpCT + + 2m: a kiCT akiCT Ekj JP 
kjp 

t at k' , at k' , akC
4

CT 
V CI C, Cl C4 + a k-q CICT +q C,CT ClCT k-q k'+q k' k 

at k at k' , at k' , akv
4
P cp VI v, v'" V4 + -q VIP +q v,p VlP k-q k'+q k k 

t at , at k' akc CT V 
cI vl v4 c, 

a k-q CICT k +q vlP v4P , k-q k'+q k' k • 
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(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

where the q = 0 contribution has been eliminated through the interaction with a pos-

itive background (Jellium model).23 

In Eq. (10). the first two terms are free-particle contributions from conduction 

and valence bands respectively. The third and fourth represent electron-electron in-

terband interactions in the conduction and valence bands respectively. The fifth term 

is the direct part of the conduction-valence band electron-electron interaction. 

So far. we have used the conduction and valence electron approach. On the 

other hand. the concept of electrons and holes is rather useful. specially for discuss-
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ing interacting systems, e.g. (see chapter 3). 

The conversion of the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (1,9, 10) into the electron-hole pic-

ture requires the following general transformation from electron to hole operators23,41, 

(II) 

SJ.M = (-I) J - M, 

where J denotes the total angular momentum quantum number (which is a good 

quantum number for the uncoupled problem only), and M is the projection of J along 

the z-axis. After the transformation, the only matrix elements affected by the factor 

SJM introduced above are the dipole moments, which now read 

JLkcvap = SI/2.a L JLkcvapl, 

I 

(12) 

and the subscript (J on S indicates that, among the quasi-particles introduced, the 

electrons are responsible for the sign of the multiplicative factor. Such factor disap-

pears in all final results, either by cancelling, as in Eq. (42), or by squaring of the 

dipole matrix elements, as in Eq. (52). We can proceed from here to obtain the full 

Hamiltonian in the electron-hole picture, and from that derive equations of motion 

that ultimately yield the optical spectra. To date these equations of motion have not 

been solved without a set of systematic approximations. So, before writing down the 

full Hamiltonian, we discuss a very important approximation, the Hartree-Fock (HF) 

or, equivalently, the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) that will restrict the resuJt-
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ing set of equations to a more tractable problem. 

§ 4.2 THE HARTREE-FOCK APPROXIMATION 

The equations of motion for all operators of interest involve couplings to 

higher order correlations. Systematic approximations to these correlations can be 

obtained. e.g. through Greens functions or projection techniques. Such techniques 

allow the separation of the equations of motion into two parts. 

a a a at (&-) = at (&-)HF + at (&->Scatt· (13) 

The first term in Eq. (13) is the result obtained in time-dependent Hartree-Fock (HF) 

approximation. and the second stands for corrections to it. In the HF approach. we 

keep only terms which contain "macroscopic" expectation values. and we take a 

mean-field approximation. 23 Thus. the average of the product of four operators is 

broken into the multiplication of two operator averages. always respecting the signs 

of the anticommutations (since we have Fermion operators). 

Introducing the macroscopic expectation values of the electron and hole dens i-

ties and of the polarization. 

e _ ( t ) n kC(7 - ex kC(7 ex kC(7 • (14.a) 

n\vp = ( f3t kvp f3kvp ). (14.b) 



( (3-kvp akC£T ), 

the full HF Hamiltonian reads, 

+ 

+ 

kiO' kjp 

~ (E(t). J1.kcvup at kC£T (3-kvp + h. c. ), 

kcvO'p 

i1 E~ 
t = i1 Ef, 

i1 Eki i1 E': + i12k2 

t 2*' me 

~ v u j u j 
k k+q k k+q' 

qjO u 
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(l4.c) 

(15) 

(16) 

In order to obtain the optical properties, like absorption spectra and refractive 

indices, we have to compute the macroscopic inter band polarization induced by the 
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monochromatic classical light field E(R. t). The polarization. P(t) is defined as the 

expectation value of the electric dipole eR. 

P(t) = J < {ir t(R) e R {ir(R) ) dR = L 
kcvup 

* JLkcvrrp Pkcvrrp + c. c .• (17) 

and only its projection along the electric field direction is necessary here. As such 

we drop the vector notation for both P(t) and JLkcvrrp in what follows. 

The Hartree-Fock equations of motion for the polarization and the particle 

densities thus read. 

II aat Pkcvrrp = II aat Pkcvrrp I + ( II ekc + II e~c ) Pkcvrrp + 
scatt. 

ti :t nkcrr = ti :t nkcrr I scatt. - 2 1m L 
vp 

[ 
Ilkcvap E(t) + L V ~~q ~-k -~ ck Pk-qc,v,ap ] P;cvrrp. 

qtO CI VI 

(18) 

(19) 
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fi :t n~CCT I tt - 2 1m L sca . 

[ 
flkcVCTP E(t) + L 

q=#O c i VI 

(20) 

where. 

fiEkc - L V ci C ci c e 
k-q k k-q k nk+qcCT' 

q*O c i 

fiE~v - L V VI V VI V h 
k-q k k-q k nk+qvp' 

q=#O VI 

The second term in Eqs. (21.a-b) accounts for exchange corrections. The 

scattering parts will be treated phenomenologically through decay and thermalization 

rates. 

§ 4.3 THE HIGH EXCITATION QUASI-EQUILIBRIUM REGIME 

The quasi-equilibrium regime is quite often reached in e.g. pump-probe 

experiments with sufficiently long pulses. or in a semiconductor amplifier or laser 

operating at steady state. The initial non-thermal distribution of carriers generated 

by the external excitation relaxes into quasi-fermi distributions due to carrier-carrier 

scattering. Typical time scales for the relaxation process are in the range of a tens 

to hundred femtoseconds. The quasi-equilibrium distributions are characterized by 

quasi-chemical potentials. which are determined by the number of excited carriers 
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occupying the various subbands. and by an electronic temperature. which is often 

higher than the lattice temperature. The ultrafast scattering mechanisms wash out all 

memories of the excitation process. which can be either optical pumping. direct car-

rier injection. or any combination of these. As such. the optical nonlinearities in this 

time regime depend explicitly on the number of carriers generated and not directly 

on the external light field. even in the case of optical excitation. 

In the quasi-steady-state regime. it is necessary to consider the screening of 

the Coulomb interaction due to the presence of the excited carriers. We postpone 

further discussion of a specific screening model until the next chapter. and concen-

trate at this point on the derivation of results which are independent of the potential 

used. as long as it is sufficiently well behaved. A self-consistent approach is appl-

ied. in which we replace the (bare) Coulomb interaction V(R-R') by a screened 

potential W(R-R'). Such a replacement must be undertaken in the original Hamilto-

nian. Eqs. (l) - (3). 

The single-particle energies in Eq. (16) are submitted to the corrections. (the 

subscript introduced S below will be dropped later) 

(22.a) 

.h h .J V "'\"""' (0/) U j U j 0 J U j U j ) .h h .h £ D 
/I ts kj = - II tkj + L J/' k k+q k k+q - f/ k k+q k k+q = II tkj + /I Utkj' 

qjO u 

(22.b) 

where Ot~j denotes the Debye shift. or Coulomb hole self-energy of an electron in a 

plasma. The energies appearing in Eqs. (18. 19.20) are then given by 
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tlekc = tiES kc - L 'lfJ c, c c, c e (23.a) k-q k k-q k nk+qc(T' 

q:J:O CI 

fie~c = fiE~ kc - L 'lfJ v, V v, V h + tI 8E~j' (23.b) k-q k k-q k nk+qvp 

q:J:O VI 

The energy corrections (self-energies) are negative and thus lead to a band gap 

reduction. The negative sign can be understood by analyzing the ground state of a 

system of Fermions. The Pauli principle creates a "repulsion" between the electrons. 

The exchange self-energy embodies such reduction in energy. If we further include 

Coulomb correlations.e.g .• through screening we obtain the Coulomb hole correction.23 

§ 4.4 NUMERICAL MATRIX INVERSION 

In the quasi-equilibrium regime. the electron and hole populations are charac-

terized by thermal distributions in the conduction and valence bands, respectively. 

Such thermal distributions are described by Fermi functions. 

exp [ {3 ( fle~i - /Lx) ] + I 
(24) 

where the value of the chemical potential /Lx is determined by the concentration of 

carriers in each band. For the case of multiple bands. the respective electron and 

hole self-energies are necessary to compute /L'h which. in turn is needed in order to 

compute them. A self-consistent iteration approach approach is then used to deter-
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mine fl.).. and the self-energies. 42 

Making use of the self-energies in Eq. (23). the projected RPA equation for 

the polarization reads. 

Ii ( w + is - ekc - e~v ) PkcO"P = 

- ( I - fkcO" - f~vp ) {fl.kCVO"P E(t) + L 'If! ~I_q ~-k _vk ck } Pk-qcvO"P' (25) 

q:/oO CI VI 

The optical nonlinearities depend on the carrier density. which is in turn for 

optical excitation a function of the light intensity. However. even for elevated car-

rier density Eq. (25) is linear in the electric field amplitude 6'(w). As such. a sus-

ceptibility function can then be introduced. 

(26) 

Restricting the sum to c ' = c. v' = v (which will be justified on the next 

chapter). and simplifying the notation by dropping the quantization indices (we return 

to the full notation whenever necessary). we obtain for quasi-equilibrium conditions. 

L (27) 

k':/ok 

where q = I k - k'l. and 

'IfJ kq = 'If! k-q q-k -k k' (28.a) 



The final complex optical susceptibility is given by. 

I 
X(w) = Q L JL:cvO"p XkcvO"p(W). 

kcvup 
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(28.b) 

(29) 

where we denoted the sample volume by n to avoid confusion with the notation V 

chosen for the bare Coulomb potential. 

For free carriers. we can replace JLkcvO"p by its root mean square (RMS) value 

without affecting the results. We assume the same to be valid here. and replace 

JLkcvO"p by JL~c~;p. The superscript RMS will be dropped to simplify the notation. 

The vector summation then becomes. 

L Xk' 'If! kk-k' 

k':f.:k 

00 21T 

4~2 J dk' k'J d¢ 'If!kk' Xk' 
0+ 0 

where we introduced the angle-averaged screened potential. 

21T _I_J d¢ 'If!kk' 
21T 0 

00 

~J dk' k' 1Pkk" 
21T 0+ 

(30) 

(31) 

Within this approximation only s-wave scattering is included (JLRMS is 
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¢-independent) and. after the angular integration. the integral is one-dimensional. Xk 

then satisfies the integral equation. (note that the vector notation for k can now be 

dropped). 

The integral over k' is then approximated by a discrete sum. 

+ _s _ """" .6.k. 
21T L I 

k j <fIJ kk. Xk. (w) ]. 
I I 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

The restriction q '" O. or k '" k' has been eliminated. since we assume the 

screened potential in question to be devoid of singularities. That assumption will be 

verified in the next chapter. were an explicit expression for the potential will be dis-

cussed. Equation (29) shows that there are no contributions for the optical suscepti-

bility whenever 11k = O. Thus. for 11k '" O. we get 

+ _s _ """" .6.k. 
21Tl1k L I 

i 

k j 'If kk. Xk. (w) • -~ ] 
I I 

(35) 
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where the free-carrier-like susceptibility is given by 

(36) 

At this point. we introduce a vertex function r k' accounting for the deviations 

of Xk from X\. 

satisfying the equation. 

+ 2~l1k L ~kj k j 1P kkj X\ r kj . 

i 

Introducing the matrix !1J trough its elements. 

we get. 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 
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() 1 ~ 1/* XO (w) ~ (t7J-l)CvcrP x W = Q L f"'kcvcrp kcvcrp L W kj .kj . (41) 

kcvup kj 

The ratios of RMS dipole moments that appear in the the expression for !1)-1 

read. 

(i) TE Mode 

r (42) 

(ii) TM Mode 

(43) 

where block and spin degeneracies have been used. Note that even if we had mul-

tiplied the RMS dipole moments by the SJ,M factors introduced in Eqs. (II. 12). they 

would disappear in Eqs. (42) and (43). through cancellation in the ratio Ilkjcvcrp/Ilkcvcrp 

and by the multiplication with the complex conjugate in dipole Il~cvcrp X\cvcrp. since 

SJ.M 2 
= 1. 
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§ 4.5 HIGH DENSITY PADE' APPROXIMATION 

Whenever a high density of carriers is generated. e.g. under steady-state semi-

conductor laser and amplifier operation. plasma screening reduces the strength of the 

attractive electron-hole potential. Under these conditions some standard approximation 

techniques can be used to solve for the optical susceptibility. We begin. as in § 4.4. 

by introducing the susceptibility function Xk' of Eq. (26). We then proceed to obtain 

the integral equation (27). with gk defined by Eq. (28). which can be re-expressed 

using the free-carrier-like susceptibility of Eq. (36) as. 

Xk(W) == X\(w) + gk(w) L Xk'(w) 1Pkk'· 

k' 

(44) 

As previously discussed. nonzero contributions for the optical susceptibility 

arise only for ILk '" o. In this case we can write. 

(45) 

We define another vertex function r k' satisfying the equations. 

Xk (w) = r k (w) X\ (w). (46) 
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(47) 

The strength of the Coulomb interaction has been assumed to be reduced due 

to the many-body interactions. We can then introduce a formal interaction parameter 

~. assumed to be small. that converts Eq. (47) into (in a simpler notation). 

(48) 

and we expand r k in a power series in the interaction parameter ~. 

(49) 

After substitution of Eq. (49) into Eq. (48). and equating the powers of ~ on 

both sides of the resulting equation. we obtain (returning to the full notation). 

(50.a) 

XkCVCTp(W) = r kCVCTp(W) X\CVCTP(W) (50.b) 

(50.c) 
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This is called a (0-1) Padde' approximation.23,42,43 In this approximation the 

optical susceptibility then reads, 

x(w) = A I: 
kcvup 

* 0 ) flkcvcrp X kcvcrp(W 

I - qkcvcrp 
(51) 

The effects of mUltiple electron-hole scattering are embodied in the denomina-

tor of Eq. (51) above. The attractive potential <lfJ causes an excitonic enhancement. 

Note, that the factor SJM introduced in Eqs. (11,12) disappears after multiplication by 

the complex conjugate dipole moment (SJM 2 = I). We further replace the transition 

dipoles by their RMS values in Eq. (50. c) to simplify the calculations. Note. that for 

numerical computations, it is convenient to re-express Eqs. (50. a) and (50.b) as, 

flkcvcrp 

(52) 

The results obtained so far are independent of the expression chosen for the 

statically screened Coulomb potential <II'. In the following chapter we discuss a 

model for screening and in chapter 6 we apply the resulting theory to semiconductor 

lasers. 



CHAPTER 5 

SCREENED COULOMB INTERACTION IN COUPLED 

BAND HETEROSTRUCTURES 
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The combined effect of the Pauli principle and Coulomb interaction leads to a 

net repulsion of other electrons whenever a given electron is created in a medium. 

The resulting effective electrostatic field of the electron is thus screened at large dis

tances. Specially under quasi equilibrium conditions at high densities. the quasi-static 

single plasmon-pole is often a good approximation for the screened Coulomb potential 

in bulk 3-D systems and in the 2-D limit. 49
-

52 In this chapter we introduce correc

tions that refine previous approaches to the problem.49- 52 The quasi-two dimensional 

character of the Coulomb interaction in QW's is exploited in contrast to the strict 2-D 

limit. and the k-dependence of energies and wavefunctions is taken into account 

through averaged dispersion relations. Furthermore the single plasmon-pole approxi

mation52
-

54 is generalized to include contributions from all populated subbands in con

trast to previous two-band approximations.49- 52 

The model is applied in the computation of exchange and Coulomb-hole self

energies as well as the Coulomb enhancement effect in the Pade' approximation limit. 

The results are discussed as a function of material. design and excitation parameters 

for both strained and lattice-matched QW systems. 
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§ 5.1 THE AVERAGE EFFECTIVE MASS APPROXIMATION 

The matrix elements for both bare and screened Coulomb potentials. necessary 

for the calculation of many-body corrections discussed in chapter 4. entail a compli

cated coupling mechanism among the valence bands. However. analysis of Eq. (4-23) 

for the self-energies and Eqs. (4-41.52) for the optical susceptibility shows a series of 

integrations with consequent averaging. As such. we can approximate the screened 

Coulomb potential matrix elements by those obtained by replacing the coupled valence 

bands by approximate dispersion relations that include the band coupling through 

averaged effective masses. We then have different effective parabolic dispersion 

relations and k-independent averaged envelope functions characterizing each valence 

band. The steps of the method which we call average effective mass approximation 

(AEMA) are: 

(i) Diagonalization of the Luttinger Hamiltonian. 

(ii) Parabolic fit for each valence band. 

(iii) Substitution of the energies and wavefunctions appearing in the Coulomb 

matrix elements by the corresponding averaged parabolic dispersion relations and k

independent wavefunctions. 

(iv) Preservation of the original eigenstates and eigenvalues where the k-dep

endence is more relevant. e.g. in the computation of dipole moments and in the free

carrier like susceptibility part of the expression for the optical susceptibility. 

The k-points used in the parabolic fit can be arbitrarily chosen. For a best 

fit to the true dispersion of the relevant part of the occupied bands. we choose 
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k = O. and k = kp = (21Tn)1/2. where n denotes the total 2D carrier density. Fig. I 

below illustrates the method. 
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K//(1T/W) 

Fig. I. AEMA method. Solid lines: Luttinger Hamiltonian solution. Dashed lines: 

Uncoupled parabolic bands. Dotted lines AEMA dispersion relation. The density 

used for kp is 4xI012/cm2. 

Note. that the AEMA method works best for strained layer systems band-gap 

engineered to yield a top valence band as decoupled as possible from the others. and. 

in our approach. is exact in the band-decoupled limit. e.g. InAs-AlxGal_xAs QW 

systems. where the heavy-holes are type I. while the light-holes are type II. Further-

more severe approximations have been used so far. e.g. Hartree-Fock. and quasi-static 

single plasmon-pole. such that the AEMA is at most as rough an approximation as 
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the others. 

The field operators and eigenfunctions characterizing the effective valence 

bands read. 

'IJt(R) = L Cikp ¢iku (R) 

ika 

(I) 

where the v's are orthonormalized k-independent averages of the u's of Eq. (4-5). 

The operators and envelope functions characterizing the parabolic conduction bands 

are unaffected by the AEMA. The ri(z) envelope functions are thus k-independent 

and we obtain simplifications for the Coulomb matrix elements like, 

(2) 

At this point. we must establish a connection between the bare and screened 

potentials in order to obtain an expression for the later. We invoke the ladder 

scheme,44-46 which self-consistently gives rise to a series of approximations for the 

screened potential and the polarization. At the second step in the iteration process 

we obtain the Hartree-Fock approximation. Assuming homogeneity in the plane or 

the layers. taking averages in Hartree-Fock states. Fourier transrorming in both space 

and time variables and projecting upon the basis of Eq. (I). we obtain a recurrence 

relation as in Ref. 47: 



'1fJijlm(q,w) = Vijlm(q) + L Viv/lm(q) .0'V/l(q,W) '1fJ/l j1v (q,W), 

Vf1. 

where, particularly for .0'nn, we have, 

f1w - tl€nk+k' + f1€nk' + if1/} . 
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(3) 

(4) 

In order to obtain further simplifications for the screened Coulomb potential, 

the relevant matrix elements of the bare interaction must be sorted out. 

§ 5.2 THE QUASI 2D BARE COULOMB POTENTIAL 

The bare Coulomb potential is given by, 

where R denotes the relative coordinate, R = (r, z-z'), and its ijlm projection reads, 

I 2 
Introducing the expansion for R' 

(5) 

(6) 
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I 2S1T ~ _1_ eik'· r e-k 'Iz-z'I R= L k' (7) 

k' 

into the expression above, we get, 

(8) 

where Fijlm is a form factor, 

(9) 

and we see from Eq. (9) that the most important matrix elements are those for m = i, 

and I = j. As such. the recurrence relation in Eq. (3) is simplified to 

1fJijji (q, w) = Vijji(q, w) + L Viinn(q,w) .0nn (q,w) '1t' nnjj(q, w) 

n 

(10) 

Further simplification of the expression for the form factor is possible if we 

note that, due to the normalization of the basis {~i}' 

(II) 

Furthermore, in the long-wavelength limit, and using the representation for the 

delta function, 
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(12) 

we get, 

b"q , 
Ij 

(13) 

The overlap integral bij' is a measure of the spread of the carriers wavefunc

tions along the z-axis and is given by, 

(14) 

The analysis of the limiting behavior above led Price55
,2 to propose an inler-

polative formula for matrix elements like Fijjj(q), namely, 

Fjj'j'j (q) = -=-1 ---'';--, + b .. q' 
Ij 

(15) 

For infinite barrier wells, if w denotes the QW width, Eq. (15) reduces 

reduces to, 

I F jjjj (q) = -'-1 --=---:-=+ wqj3' 

I Fjj'j'j(q) = -=-I--=--~ + wqj2' 

(l6.a) 

(l6.b) 

The falling off of Fjjjj(q) from unity can have a significant effect on screen-

ing. As a next step we exploit the similarity between the different matrix elements 

to introduce a multiple-subband single plasmon-pole approximation for the screened 
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Coulomb potential. For an infinite confining potential only the size of the well dis-

tinguishes different QW's. As such. the overlap integrals can only depend on q. the 

size of the well and numerical constants. The fact that the only difference on such 

numerical constants occurs if i = j or i "* j. irrespective of the values of i and j. is 

a consequence of the simplicity of the infinite well solutions. Furthermore. the over-

lap integrals reach their maximum values for identical functions (i = j). regardless of 

the approximations used to describe the QW. 

§ 5.3 THE SINGLE-PLASMON-POLE APPROXIMATION FOR MULTIPLE 

SUBBAND SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM WELLS 

In the AEMA. the non-parabolic valence band dispersion relations are 

replaced by parabolic fits. Although the procedure is trivially implemented for the 

energies. the AEMA wavefunctions may have a rather involved form. since they are 

normalized averages of the uncoupled band states. However. for typical QW configu-

rations. as those used. e.g. for low threshold semiconductor laser operation. a system-

atic approximation is possible. Fig. 2 below displays V iiii • and 1'Jijji ( i "*j ) for a 

° 100 A InO.63 GaO.37 As-InP QW with the band gap corresponding to 300oK. 

The labels i.j denote uncoupled band states. and the long dashed lines depict 

the corresponding matrix elements for an infinite confinement potential. In both fig-

ures. the top part is for Villi while the lower part is for V Wi• respectively. For most 

cases. both V iiii • and V ijji are quite close to these lines. The long-dashed lines in 

both plots represent highly excited states which are rarely populated at usual labora-

tory and device operation conditions. As such they give negligible contributions for 



the recurrence relation of Eq. (10) that determines the screened potential. 
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Fig. 2. Uncoupled bare Coulomb potential matrix elements. Dots: relevant bands. 

Upper and lower solid lines: Villi and VWi ' respectively. Long-dashed lines: highly 

exci ted states. 
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Thus. for the states of interest. which are actually normalized combinations of 

the more relevant (lowest-lying) parabolic states. the true wavefunctions that are nec-

essary for the computation of matrix elements can be represented by any of the par-

abolic states without appreciable deviation in the final result. We can then systemat-

ically replace the true eigenstates by the corresponding uncoupled ones. For very 

thin wells. the parabolic approximation gets better since the decoupling increases. 

although there is a larger spread with respect to the infinite well results. Note that. 

as usual in approximative methods. the approximation for the energies is of higher 

order than the one for the eigenfunctions. 

We can further simplify the analysis by selecting a single matrix element to 

represent all the '1Jiiii • Vijji • We hope that VWi == V . which is closer to the center 

of gravity of the family of curves. is the best choice. We consistently denote the 

corresponding form factor FWi == F. The bare Coulomb potential is then a c-number. 

We thus can. in the same order of approximation. take a single matrix element to 

represent the screened Coulomb potential. and Eq. (10) becomes a scalar equation: 

(17) 

Introducing the total flJ and the dielectric function f (here also a c-number). 

we have. 

'I/J 
'1) 
f 

(l8.a) 
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(l8.b) 

€ = 1 - V !lJ. ( 18.c) 

The single plasmon-pole approximation is an effort to represent the continuum 

of poles in the denominator of Eq. (4) by a single pole. The inverse dielectric func-

tion then takes the form.23.52-54 

1 
€(q.w) 

1 + 
2 w pi (19) 

where we refer to Appendix II for an explanation of the notation and the generaliza-

tion of the intermediate steps in the derivation of the single-plasmon-pole approxima-

tion for the quasi-two dimensional multi-subband case. 

The large q dependence of Wq for a two component plasma has been chosen 

in the past53 to lie in the approximate center of the electron pair continuum. 

Proceeding in an analogous fashion in the multiple subband case. we choose. 

[~ !J.5t....]2 
2mj . (20) 

where C E:!: 1. and Nb = Ne + Nh + NI is the number of populated subbands. The 

criterion to select which bands are significantly populated is somewhat arbitrary. If 

the number of carriers in a given band is less than. say 10% of the total number of 
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carriers. we can assume it to be empty. Using these approximations we finally 

obtain. 

(21) 

We can thus proceed to compute the self-energies and the Coulomb enhance-

ment factor in the AEMA. quasi-static (w -+ 0 in Eq. (19)) single-plasmon-pole 

(QSSPP) approximations. 

§ 5.4 EVALUATION OF SELF-ENERGIES AND THE COULOMB 

ENHANCEMENT FACTOR 

(i) COULOMB HOLE 

From Eqs. (4-22.23). we get 

q:f:O uv 

('1fJ uvuv d) UVUV ) 
k k+q k k+q - F k k+q k k+q • (22) 

and we simplify the expression using the QSSPP and AEMA approximations. We 

further neglect contributions with u :f: v. 



fI O€~ ::: L <lfJ q - V q • 

q:lO 

I 12 

(23) 

Introducing parameters /co' a, the QW well width w, the material dependent 

20 Rydberg (Eo) and Bohr radius (ao),23 and the dimensionless variables x, A. and B 

(see also Appendix II), results 

/Co = /C/F( q), b = w/2, 

00 

fI O€~ = - Eo /Co a o In 

(ii) EXCHANGE 

From Eq. (4-23) we get 

a = 

+ Bx 

q=lO >"1 

2 

~llmj ]. (24) 

(25) 

dx (26) 
I + (I + Bx) (x + Ax3

) 

(27) 
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and we again apply the AEMA QSSPP approximations together with the fact that 

e~Xis weakly k-dependent (rigid band-shift approximation).43 We further neglect con-

tributions with A *' Ai' to obtain. 

L '1P(q) n~. 
q.foO 

(28) 

Introducing the dimensionless variables x. y. %. A. and B. and denoting the 

Fermi function characterizing the band A in quasi-equilibrium by fA leads to 

grc= 1<0 wiTT. A = a (TTlw)2. B = b TTlw. x = q wiTT. Y = ao rr/w. (29) 

00 

- Eo y fa 

(iii) COULOMB ENHANCEMENT FACTOR 

Applying the approximations discussed above to Eqs. (4-31.51.52) yields. 

x(W) = A L f.L~CVI1P X\cvap(W) r kcvl1p(W), 

kCVCTP 

(30) 

(31 ) 

(32) 



'17J k-k' 

Qkcvup(W) = L X\'cvup '17Jkk ,. 

k' 

2" 
_1_ r dcp '1fJ(k-k') 
2" Jo 
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(33) 

(34) 

The figures on the following pages depict the influence of the material and 

design parameters on the self-energies. Throughout the text. whenever three figures 

are presented in sequence as in Figs. (3.a. b. c) below. and there is no available space 

for further labelling. (a). (b). (c) correspond. respectively. to the top. middle and 

o 
bottom figures. Figures (3) and (4) illustrate the self-energies for the 100 A and 50 

o 
A Inx Gal_x As InP As QW cases respectively. The exchange corrections are given for 

each band. The general trend of having the lower curve associated to the exchange 

correction for the first band. the middle for the second and the upper for the third 

is valid in all plots for both conduction and valence band corrections. Thus. for 

clarity. we label by (I). (2). (3) the corresponding values for the first three conduction 

bands in Fig. (3.a) only. These systems are selected. since they allow the study of 

tensile. zero and compressive strain as the In concentration is increased (see 

chapter 2). 

In the range of parameters considered and within our model. the Coulomb 

hole and exchange self-energies decrease (larger absolute value) as the carrier density 

is increased. 
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Fig. 3. Self energies for a InxGal_xAs InPAs 100 A QW. Solid: Exchange for 

the three first valence bands. Short Dashed: Exchange for the three first conduction 

bands. labelled (1). (2). (3). Long Dashed: Coulomb Hole. (a) x = 0.43; (b) x = 0.53; 

(b) x = 0.63. 
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Fig. 4. Self energies for a InxGal.xAs InPAs 50 A QW. Solid: Exchange for 

the three first valence bands. Short Dashed: Exchange for the three first conduction 

bands. Long Dashed: Coulomb Hole. (a) x co 0.43; (b) x c 0.53; (b) x = 0.63. 
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Fig. 5. Reduced Coulomb Matrix Element at q = 0 (a) and inverse screening 

o 
length (b) for a InxGal_xAs InPAs a 100 A QW. Solid: x = 0.63. Short Dashed: (b) 

o 
X = 0.53. Long Dashed: x = 0.43. Dots: 50 A QW. 

The QW width is one of the most influential parameters in the optical and 

electronic properties of Heterostructures. and its effect on the self-energies is depicted 

in Figs. (6.7.8). 
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Fig. 6. Self energies for 100 A InxGal_xAs InPAs QW's with a fixed 3D carrier 

density. n = 4xIO J8/cm3• Solid: Exchange for the three first valence bands. Short 

Dashed: Exchange for the three first conduction bands. Long Dashed: Coulomb Hole. 

(a) x = 0.43; (b) x = 0.53; (b) x = 0.63. 
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Fig. 7. Self energies for 100 A InxGal_xAs In PAs QW's with a fixed 2D car-

rier density. n = 4xIOl2jcm3• Solid: Exchange for the three first valence bands. 

Short Dashed: Exchange for the three first conduction bands. Long Dashed: Coulomb 

Hole. (a) x = 0.43; (b) x == 0.53; (b) x == 0.63. 
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Figures (3) and (4) show that. as we reduce the In concentration. the band 

gap. and consequently the energy level separations are reduced. As such. the car

riers are more evenly distributed among the various conduction subbands and the in

crease in the first band population is somewhat compensated by the reduction in the 

Coulomb matrix element due to screening. The increase on the scaled inverse 

screening length and consequent reduction of the Coulomb matrix element are illus

trated in Fig. (5). Figure 6 shows the variation of the self-energies as a function of 

QW width for a fixed 3D carrier density. n = 4x1018jcm3
• The Coulomb matrix ele

ment is reduced as the well increases. In this case. there are two opposing effects 

for the occupation of the bands. The total 2D density is given by n2D' and it incre

ases linearly with the QW width whenever n3D is held fixed (n2D = n3D w. were w 

is the weII width). On the other hand. the level separation is reduced with increased 

w. The higher bands get more occupied in detriment of the lower ones. Conse

quently. the absolute value of the exchange correction increases for the higher bands 

and decreases for the first band as the well size is increased. which can be seen for 

both valence and conduction band corrections. Note as weII that the increased dec

oupling of the valence bands with increased In concentration yields a larger ampli

tude of variation for the top valence band exchange due to the better inversion as 

resulting from the larger average band curvatures. For larger In concentrations. the 

increase in the QW band gap with consequent reduction in the confinement potentials 

leads to an increase the level separation. The reduction in the Coulomb potential can 

be then overcompensated by the increase in n2D for increasing well sizes. In Fig. 7 

n2D is fixed, the absolute value of the exchange correction for the first band can 

only decrease with larger w. Note. that the redistribution of population is not 

affected and the higher bands display larger absolute values for the exchange contri-
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bution with increasing w. As expected from a comparison of Eq. (23) and Eq. (28), 

the increase in n2D also influences the Coulomb hole correction, but not as much as 

it influences the exchange contribution. The Coulomb-hole contribution shows an 

overall reduction with w. As we fix n3D' the absolute value of the Coulomb hole 

decreases with a much larger amplitude of variation as depicted in Fig. (7). The 

steeper reduction/increase in the normalized screened potential/inverse screening 

length obtained by for fixing n3D instead of fixing n2D shown in Fig. (8) below cor-

roborates the qualitative analysis of Figs. (6,7), since in the former case we have the 

combined effect of an increase in wand n2D as discussed. 

2.5 

0.5 

5 

60 140 
Well Width (,&.) 

Fig. 8. Reduced Coulomb Matrix Element at q = 0 (a) and inverse screening 

length (b) for InxGal_xAs InPAs QW's with fixed n3D= 4xI018/cm3
: Solid: x = 0.63. 

Short Dashed: (b) x = 0.53. Long Dashed: x = 0.43. Dots: fixed 02D = 4xI012/cm3• 
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The self-energies do not show strong variations with the band offsets in con-

trast to their dependence on well width and alloy concentration as shown in Fig. 9 

below. 
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Fig. 9. Self energies as a function of band offset. Same conventions of Fig. 3. 
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Figure 10 depicts the real and imaginary parts of the Coulomb enhancement 

° factor for a toOA Ino.63Gao.37As-Inp QW at 3000K with a carrier density 

n3D = 2xl01B/cm3. In Figs. (lO.a. b) from bottom to top we increase the frequency in 

the Cl-VI transition within the gain region. The increased enhancement with fre-

quency would lead to a slight blue shift of the spectrum. in opposition to the band 

gap renormalization. but the red shift imposed by the later dominates the overall 

effect. Note. that the real part is much larger than the imaginary part of the 

enhancement. which in general has its is absolute value reduced for larger frequen-

cies in the gain region. The influence of the In concentration Coulomb enhancement 

for the TE mode is analyzed in Figs. (11) through (13). Figure ll.a for x = 0.43. 

where the peak TE gain lies in the CI-Vl transition for the three carrier densities. 

shows that. as the carrier density is increased. the screening of the Coulomb potential 

reduces the enhancement. However. for x c 0.53. 0.63. the peak gain for the higher 

density case analyzed (n = 6x101B/cm3 - long-dashed curves) lies in the C2-V2 transi-

tion. Although. in our approximation. the Coulomb matrix element is smaller than 

the corresponding value for n = 4x 101B/cm3. the C2. V2 bands are less inverted. and 

the overall enhancement is larger than in the later case (note the interchange between 

the long and short-dashed lines). The corresponding imaginary parts are depicted in 

Fig. (12). where the interchange can also be seen. Figure 13 displays results for the 

TM mode enhancement. The peak gain frequency for all cases lies in the CI-VI 

transition. For x = 0.43. the VI band is (LHl,e). Consequently. at k = 0 the TM 

dipole is nonzero and the TM dipole reaches its maximum value. As in the TE 

mode plots. the Coulomb enhancement decreases with increasing carrier density. 

Here. there are two reasons for such decrease: the Coulomb matrix element decreases 

with larger carrier densities and larger k-values contribute to the Coulomb enhance-
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ment. The corresponding TM dipole moments are smaller. since the band coupling 

reduces the light-hole component of the envelope functions at large k-values. For 

x = 0.53. 0.63. we a have a quite different scenario. since the VI band is (HHl,e). 

Thus. the TM dipole is zero at k = O. and as Eq. (4-52) indicates. so is the Coulomb 

enhancement. since in our approach. there is no excitonic enhancement for a given 

transition whenever the corresponding electron and hole envelope functions have no 

net overlap integral (here manifested as the transition dipoles). Note. that the Pade 

approximation is not valid for qkcv > I. as can be seen from the derivation of Eq. 

(4-50). However. in this region of k-values the transition dipole is negligible and the 

finite value of the Coulomb enhancement (which we set to one) does not affect the 

results. Note. that for the parameters adopted. we have negligible gain at x = 0.63 

and n = 2x 1018 Icm3• For that reason. we omit the corresponding curve in Fig. 03.c). 
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(a) 
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Fig. 10. Real (a) and Imaginary (b) parts of the Coulomb enhancement factor for 

° the TE mode CI-VI transition in a IOOA Ino.63Gao.37As-Inp QW at 3000K and 

n3D = 2xI01B/cm3. From the bottom to the top curves. in both (a) and (b). the transi-

tion frequency is increased. 
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Fig. 12. Imaginary part of the Coulomb enhancement factor for the TE mode at 

° peak gain for a 100A InxGal_xAs-Inp QW at 300oK. Solid: n = 2xlO18/cm3• Short-

dashed: n = 4xlO18/cm3• Long-dashed: n = 6xlO18/cm3• (a) x = 0.43. (b) x = 0.53. 

(c) x = 0.63. 
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The QW size plays a major role in the self-energies as discussed before. and 

its effect on the enhancement is depicted on Fig. (14) below. 
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Fig. 14. Real part of the Coulomb enhancement factor for the TE mode at peak 

o 
Solid: 100A. Dashed: 

o 
50A From top to bottom on both sets of curves: x = 0.43. x = 0.53. x = 0.63. 

As expected. a smaller well size corresponds to a larger Coulomb interaction. 

thus leading to a more relevant enhancement. Note however that if we further 

reduce the well width. the barrier penetration of the carriers wavefunctions increase. 

The material effectively turns into an alloy and the enhancement should reduce to the 

corresponding averaged bulk value. 

At this point we have all the elements to analyze nonlinear optical spectra. 

The next chapter is dedicated to the computation of gain and Iinewidth enhancement 

factor in semiconductor QW lasers applying the formalism discussed so far. 
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CHAPTER 6 

GAIN AND LINEWIDTH ENHANCEMENT FACTOR IN COUPLED BAND 

SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM WELL lASERS 

In this chapter, laser gain spectra and linewidth enhancement (O!-factor) are 

computed for coupled band strained layer quantum well lasers. Laser operation is 

possible by combining the amplified light in an inverted medium with the feedback 

provided by a cavity, which, for the lasers we are interested in here, is simply made 

by the semi-reflecting end surfaces of the semiconductor sample itself. In order to 

describe the optical properties of the excited medium, we use the many body theory 

developed in the preceding chapters. For the light field in the cavity, we use a clas

sical theory. Quantization of the light field would only be necessary if we were in

terested in the photon statistics or other purely quantum mechanical properties of the 

light. We start from the optical susceptibility provided by our many-body theory, 

and then incorporate it into Maxwell's equations. A classical analysis then is used 

for the computation of the O!-factor, the details of which are presented in Appen

dix III. and the results are applied for various QW laser systems. 
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§ 6. I OPTICAL RESPONSE OF THE GAIN MEDIUM 

The optical bloch equations of chapter 4 describe the interaction of light with 

a coupled band semiconductor QW. Particularly. optical spectra can be obtained 

from the interband polarization. In an operating laser. the relaxation of the pol ariza-

tion is dominated by carrier-carrier collisions. which occur typically on a 100 fs 

scale. For direct band semiconductors. the interband transitions. which are responsi-

ble for the laser light. lie in the visible or near IRo and have a spontaneous lifetime 

typically on the order of a few ns. The other relevant time scale for the problem is 

the relaxation rate of the light filed in the cavity. which is of the order of the cavity 

round trip time. == 10 ps. The interband transition lifetimes are relatively long so 

that the polarization follows more or less instantaneously the changes in the carrier 

density and of the light field. 23•56 As such. we can use the results discussed in 

chapter 4. The polarization dynamics can be adiabatically eliminated. i.e .• we solve 

Eq. (4-18) for stationary solutions. and insert the result into the equations describing 

the carrier densities and the light field. We assume spatial homogeneity in the laser 

active region (QW). As such. an optical susceptibility can be introduced as in 

chapter 4. In here we will apply the Pade' approximation. and the corresponding 

expression for the complex optical susceptibility is given by Eq. (4-52). We can then 

incorporate the response of the medium into the light field equation through Maxwell' 

equations. and the details of the derivation are given in Appendix III. The local 

gain in the medium is given by. 

G(W) = - K(W) = - 41TW X"(W). 
nbC 

(I) 
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In a laser. spontaneous emission events alter the phase and intensity of the 

light field giving rise to the laser linewidth.24.57.58.59 These are basically instantaneous 

changes. There also is a delayed phase change originating from the change in carrier 

density. The carrier density undergoes relaxation oscillations back to its steady state 

value. and during this time. a gain change takes place. 

(2) 

Creation/anihilation of a photon corresponds to anihilation/creation of an elec-

tron-hole pair. The change in X" can be thus related to a variation in carrier den-

sity. N. Causality conservation implies in a corresponding change in X'. The 

linewidth enhancement. or a-factor. a(w). measures the relative rate of change of the 

field phase with respect to a change in absorption (or emission). 

a ax'/aN 
aXil/aN (6) 

In a semiconductor. a can be significantly larger than unity. and that strongly 

affects the laser linewidth. which is proportional to a 2 + 1.23.24.58 In the examples 

below we discuss the combined effect of strain. quantum confinement and many body 

corrections in both gain and a-factor in QW lasers. 



§ 6.2 GAIN AND ot-FACTOR CALCULATIONS FOR STRAINED AND 

UNSTRAINED QUANTUM WELL LASERS. t 
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Strained layer QW systems have attracted considerable interest in recent years, 

since they show improvements over lattice matched structures, and some of the 

advantages have been pointed out in § 1.6, e.g. low threshold operation as a conse

quence of the strain-induced decoupling of the in-plane top valence band.62,63 The 

corresponding gain enhancement is also expected to give rise to high dynamical per

formance (high modulation speed). Furthermore, strained layer QW lasers have been 

shown to yield long operation lifetimes, low degradation rates, high optical damage 

threshold, and reduced temperature sensitivity.64,65 We study both strained and lattice 

matched systems, beginning by the free carrier band structure and dipoles, discussing 

which transitions are the most relevant in each case, and finally displaying the many 

body gain and Ol-factor results. The parameters used in the computations are sum

marized in TableIl.a and TableII.b. 

§ 6.2.1 INxGAI_xAS-INP QUANTUM WELLS 

In Chapter II we pointed out that systems like InxGal_xAs-InP show that 

strain can either reduce or increase the top valence band curvature. For a brief 

t As in Chapter 2, unless otherwise stated, the band offsets are taken as 0.67, the 

unstrained band-gaps are for T = 300oK, and the spectra are computed with Lorent

zian lineshape function with a constant phenomenological broadening r = 1013 Is. 
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recap, for x = Xc = 0.53, the system is unstrained, since the alloy and barrier lattice 

parameters are matched. For x < xc' the alloy is under tension, the mJ = 1/2 bands 

move upwards and the mJ = 3/2 bands move downwards. Such is usually an unde-

sirable effect, since it decreases the curvature of the top valence band. On the other 

hand, for x > xc' the alloy is under compression. the mJ = 3/2 bands move upwards 

and the mJ = 1/2 bands move downwards. increasing the top band curvature as nor-

mally desired. 

o 
Gain spectra and a-factor curves for 100A InxGal_xAs-InP QW's are shown 

in Figs 0.2,3). Corresponding band structures. dipole moments referenced in the dis-

cussion below as well as free carrier spectra identifying the most relevant transitions 

are given in Chapter 2. 

For x c 0.43. the QW's are under tensile strain. The TM mode peak and the 

most part of the bandwidth in Fig. (l.a) are given by the CI-VI transition. (We use 

the notation introduced in Chapter 2 to classify the transitions and the bands in-

volved). VI is LHI at k = 0 and couples strongly to V2. but a large light-hole com-

ponent remains even for large k values. as the band structure and dipole moment 

plots indicate. The high energy bump is a combination of CI-VI and C2-V3 transi-

tions. (C2 = E2,0) only couples to odd states and. at k = O. we have (V3 = HH2,0), 

which couples strongly to (V5 c LH2.0) at k values slightly above k :!: 7T/D. resulting 

in a broad high energy contribution. The same transitions make the major contribu-

tions for the TE mode. The a-factor at peak gain in Figs. (2.a) and (3.a) increases 

slightly with carrier density and has a value :!: 2. Note however the strong fre-

quency dependence. The bump in the higher density TE curve corresponds to the 

unresolved C2-V3 transition. 
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(b) x = 0.53. (c) x = 0.63. 
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o 
Ol-Factor corresponding to the TE mode gain spectra of the IOOA 

InxGal_xAs-InP QW's. in Fig. I. The circles denote Ol(Vpk)' Long-dashed. short

dashed. and solid curves are respectively. for n = 6.4.2xI01B carriers/cm3• (a) 

x = 0.43. (b) x = 0.53. (c) x = 0.63. 
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O!-Factor corresponding to the TM mode gain spectra of the 100A 

InxGal_xAs-InP QW's. in Fig. 1. Same conventions of Fig. 2 
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For x = 0.53 (un strained case) of Figs. (l.b.2.b.3.b). the TM mode spectrum is 

dominated and has the bandwidth largely determined by the CI-Vl transition. The 

low energy peak in Fig. (l.b) comes from a combination of the broad CI-Vl transi

tion and the narrower CI-V2 around k = O. and CI-V3 for larger k's. VI couples 

with V3 for large k's but the coupling is already smaller than what we see in the 

x = 0.43 case. since in the former. the bands which behave like HHI and LHI at 

k = 0 are much closer. V2 couples with V3 strongly through the first derivative 

term in the Luttinger Hamiltonian. and this repulsive coupling is responsible for the 

negative mass near the origin. The major contribution from V3 is for k ~ 0 where 

it is still LHI like. before the strong coupling with VI and V2 gives it a negative 

mass character. The dominant transition for the TE mode is CI-Vl. which is also 

responsible for the bandwidth and the first bump in the spectrum. This bump is 

also broadened by CI-V2 contributions. The peak comes from the C2-V2 transition 

at k e: 0 where V2 has an HH2 odd character. Note that there is no corresponding 

odd-to-odd transition for the TM mode. since V6. which behaves like LH2 odd near 

k = 0 is too far away energetically to be populated. The a-factor at peak gain has a 

qualitative behavior similar to the TM mode for x = 0.43 (tensile strain). However. 

for the TE mode. the C2-V3 transition is well resolved. As a consequence. at the 

larger density considered. the a-factor at peak gain. a(vpk)' has a smaller value than 

for intermediate densities due to the strong variation of the gain with a small change 

in the number of carriers in the C2 band. The number of carriers in this band is 

comparable to the number in the first band for low densities. or even smaller. 

explaining this behavior. 

For x = 0.63. (compressive strain) of Figs. (I.c. 2.c. 3.c). as in the former cases. 

the bandwidths of both TE and TM transitions are determined by the CI-Vl transi-
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tion. The increased decoupling of the top band with respect to the others leads to a 

large TE gain. The first bump in the TE spectrum comes from CI-Vl. The 

strength of this transition is reduced as the coupling between VI and V4 increases. 

The second bump comes from the Cl-V4 transition. V2. although closer to V4 than 

VI. is still far from it. and thus keeps the HH2 odd character in a relatively large 

range around k = O. where it is still appreciably populated. As a consequence. a 

large C2-V2 transition is possible. which marks the peak in the TE spectrum. For 

the TM mode. the first bump comes from the CI-V4 transition around k = O. and 

the broader second bump results from the LH character acquired by VI at large k 

due to its coupling to V4. The first TM and second TE peak coincide in energy 

since they are related to transitions between the same bands. The a-factor at peak 

gain has a large value e: 3 for the TM mode. For the TE mode. as in the previous 

case at large densities. C2-V2 is well resolved. and a is smaller than in the interme

diate density case. 

It is clear that. in order to obtain low threshold. high gain operation with a 

small a at large carrier densities. the system with compressive strain is the most 

appropriate. Before we proceed. a comment on the gain lineshapes is in order. 

Figure 4 below explains the absorption-like artifacts on the low energy side of 

the previous gain plots. They are a consequence of the Lorentzian lineshape function 

and are eliminated by a more realistic hyperbolic secant Iineshape. We also neglect 

the imaginary part of the Coulomb enhancement when using the later. but as the 

comparison between the dashed lines indicates. this is not a severe approximation for 

the gain spectra. 
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Fig. 4. (a) TE and (b) TM gain spectra for a 50A Ino.63Gao.37As-InP QW for dif-

ferent lineshapes and n = 4 x 1018/cm3. Short-dashed: Lorentzian. Long-dashed: 

Lorentzian. real Coulomb enhancement. Solid: Hyperbolic secant, real Coulomb 

enhancement. 

The slight blue-shift is compensated by the hyperbolic secant. Furthermore. 

by sampling smaller k values. it yields larger gain values. However. it requires a 

Kramers-Kronig transformation for the computation of the ex-factor. The mathemati-

cally more convenient Lorentzian lineshape is therefore kept. since the only signifi-

cant difference for the gain spectra around peak gain (the relevant spectral region for 

laser operation) is the peak gain value. We can then proceed and discuss the results 
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o 
for 50A QW's in more detail. The classification for the bands at k = 0 for x = 0.43 

(a) is: (CI = El,e), (C2 = E2,0). (VI = HHI,e), (V2 = LHl,e), (V3 = HH2,0). For 

x = 0.53 (b), we have an extra bound state band, (V4 = HH3,e). For, x = 0.63 (c) 

the LHI band is shifted further downwards, (VI = HHI,e), (V2 = HH2,0), 

o 
(V3 = LHl,e), (V4 = HH3, e). The 50 A well width is small, such that the separation 

between the quantum confined states is large. As such, the strain induced shift 

upwards for x = 0.43 is not enough to make the top band LHI at k = O. For the 

compressive strain x = 0.63, the downwards shift of the LHI level makes it the third 

level at k = O. Such a shift combined with the large quantum confinement shift 

allows for a highly decoupled HHI-Iike top valence band. The corresponding gain 

and ~-factor spectra are depicted in Figs. (5) and (6). The first noticeable effect in 

o 0 
the spectra of 50A QW's with respect to 100A QW's is a blue shift due to the in-

creased quantum confinement provided by the smaller well width. 

The large decoupling at x .. 0.63 allows for a high average curvature of the 

top valence band effective mass and a large gain is possible. For the carrier densi-

ties considered, the local gain is quite large but C2-HH2-like transitions yield negligi-

ble contributions since the separation of the bands is large and C2 is negligibly pop-

ulated. Note that the peak gain lies in a somewhat resolved higher transition only 

for the TE mode at x '" 0.43, and as such ~(Vpk) is small. For all other cases, a new 

o 
sub band transition is not well resolved as for the 100A case, and the ~-factor for the 

TE mode increases monotonically for the carrier densities analyzed. For the TM 

mode, although the dependence of ~ on the photon frequency differs from the thicker 

well case, ~(vpk) also stays roughly constant at around 2-3. This shows how careful 

we must be in the design of a QW laser. High gain and low threshold current do 

not always go hand in hand with a reduced ~ at high carrier density. 
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o 
Ci-Factor corresponding to the TE mode gain spectra of the 50A 

InxGal_xAs-InP QW's. in Fig. 4. Same conventions of Fig. 2. 
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o 
a-Factor corresponding to the TM mode gain spectra of the 50A 

InxGal_xAs-lnP QW's. in Fig. 4. Same conventions of Fig. 3. 

At this point it is useful to summarize the possibilities at hand to change and 

improve the gain spectra and a-factor characteristics of QW lasers by combining 
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band-structure engineering with the many body-effects. 

As far as the gain is concerned. we wish to obtain values as large as possible 

with a relatively low carrier density. For that the average curvature of the conduc-

tion and top valence bands should be as close as possible. Similar band curvatures 

can be obtained by decoupling the top valence band from the others. which in an 

un strained configuration. results form reducing the QW width. Strain can be further 

added to separate even more the LHI-like band both energetically. and in an extreme 

case. also spatially, by making the light-hole-like bands type-II like. and thus leading 

to negligibly small overlap integrals for the HH-LH coupling. A small increase in the 

gain can be obtained trough the Coulomb interaction for low carrier densities. The 

predominant Coulomb correction in the gain regime for QW's is the band-gap shift. 

It can be made larger by increasing the Coulomb interaction between the conduction 

band electrons and valence band holes. To highlight the effect, we can either choose 

a well material with a larger Rydberg energy, or reduce the well width to increase 

the electron-hole overlap. However. as discussed in the excitonic calculations of 

Chapter 3. if the width is too small. barrier penetration reduces the e-h overlap in 

the active (well) region of the laser. 

The effect of Coulomb corrections for the a-factor are more dramatic than for 

the gain spectra. For free carriers, the carrier dependence of the gain and phase 

change comes only through the chemical potential. The many-body effects essentially 

add two more highly nonlinear functions of the carrier density. the band gap shift 

and the Coulomb enhancement. Although the enhancement becomes smaller as the 

density increases due to screening. the band gap shift continues to increase. If we 

o 
compute the free-carrier a-factor and compare to the full-many-body results for 50A 

QW's. we see that most of the structure in the later come from the many-body cor-
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rections (the bumps in Figs. 6.7 disappear). 
o 

In contrast. for the 100A QW's. the cor-

rections due to the band gap-shift combine with the structure originating from differ-

ent subband contributions to the spectra. The only notable exception exception lies 

in the high density curves for x = 0.53. where for both TE and TM modes a sizable 

bump in the spectrum can be associate with the Coulomb corrections. The conclu-

sions above are somewhat general as we compare thin versus thick QW's. To 

further illustrate them. we show computations for InxGal_xAs-AlyGal_yAs systems 

below. 
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o 
Figure 8.a depicts the gain for a 60 A Ino.2Gao.sAs-GaAs QW in which the 

Ino.2Gao.sAs well is under compressive strain. We find that TM gain is negligible 

for this case. 

a 

1.25 1.45 
Energy (eV) 

o 
Fig. 8. TE mode gain (a) and corresponding a-factor spectra (b) for a 60 A 

Ino.2Gao.sAs-GaAs QW as function of energy for different carrier densities. which 

are from top to bottom: 6,4.2 x lOIS cm-3• Dashed lines: free-particle spectra. Solid 

lines: corresponding many-body spectra. The dots mark a(vpk). 
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The comparison between dashed (free particle) and solid curves (full many 

body spectra) in Fig. 8.a shows the modifications caused by Coulomb enhancement 

and band-gap renormalization. The corresponding plots of O! are shown in Fig. 8. b. 

As we can see, the Coulomb interaction leads to pronounced additional structure in 

o 
the O! spectra. Figure 9 displays corresponding results for 100 A QW's . 

Fig. 9. 
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o 
TE mode gain (a) and corresponding O!-factor spectra (b) for a 100 A 

Ino•2Gao.sAs-GaAs QW under the same conventions as Fig. 8. 

Most prominently, for the thicker well case, we note the appearance of an 

additional peak in the gain profiles, which is caused by the population of the second 
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conduction subband. Furthermore. we see a substantial reduction of O/(vpk)' when vpk 

shifts to the higher-energy transition. Comparison between dashed and solid lines in 

o 
Fig. 9 demonstrates that many-body effects are quite significant also for the 100 A 

QW's. although. as discussed in the InxGal_xAs-InP. part of the structure is due to 

the higher subband transitions which are also present in the free-particle case. Simi-

lar observations have been made for even wider wells. 

The peak gain (Gpk ) as a function of carrier density is shown in Fig. 10 for 

three different quantum wells. 
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Fig. 10. Peak gain as function of carrier density. The top two curves are for 

o 0 0 
Ino.zGao.sAs-GaAs QW's. Solid: 60 A. Dashed: 100 A. Bottom curves: 60 A 

GaAs-Alo.zGao.sAs QW. Short-dashed: TM mode. Solid: TE mode. 
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o 0 
For the strained 60 A and 100 A Ino.2Gao.aAs-GaAs QW's. only the TE gain 

is shown since the TM gain is negligible. whereas both TE and TM gain are plotted 

o 
for the unstrained 60 A GaAs-Alo.2IGao.79As system. We see that the presence of 

strain leads to significant polarization discrimination (smallness of TM gain). Further-

more. the compressive strain reduces the carrier density at transparency. Both results 

are true regardless of well width. The reduction of the transparency density is 

mainly caused by the increased curvature of the top valence band in the strained 

layer system. whereas the polarization discrimination is due to the symmetry of the 

transition dipole matrix elements between the various subbands. 

o 
Figure ll.a compares ct(vpk) versus G pk for the strained and unstrained 60 A 

quantum wells. For low values of peak gain the linewidth enhancement in the stra-

ined layer system is below that of the unstrained case. However. ct(vpk) gradually 

increases with G pk ' so that for a laser with a threshold gain of approximately 4000 

em-I, both strained and un strained media have the same ct. Beyond this point, 

further increase in peak gain results in a rapid increase in ct(Vpk) for the strained 

system. whereas the unstrained ct(vpd remains almost constant. 

The threshold gain for a laser is roughly given by G th = [ctabs - In(RI 

R2)/(2L)]/r. where RI and R2 are the facet reflectivities. L is the laser length, r is 

the confinement factor and ctabs accounts for the internal optical losses. For L = 

250llm. r = 0.01 and ctabs = 2 cm-I resulting in Gth 2:: 5000 em-I. a value where the 

strained ct(Vpk) is comparable than that for the unstrained medium. However, there 

are amplifier and laser configurations where the facet reflectivities are sufficiently 

low so as to operate with high gain. For these cases. the rapid increase in ct(vpk) for 

o 
the 60 A strained quantum well may be a concern. 
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Fig. I I. OI(Vpk) versus G pk (a) 60 A QW's. Solid: TE mode. Ino.2Gao.sAs-

Alo.21Gao.79As QW the TM gain is negligible in this case. Short-dashed. long-dashed: 

TE. TM modes in the GaAs-Alo.21GaO.79As QW. 
o 0 

Broken line: TE mode in 100 A QW. Solid line: 60 A QW. 

o 0 
Figure I I.b compares the results for the TE mode in the 60 A and 100 A 

strained quantum welIs. The onset of the second subband transition leads to a large 

drop in OI(Vpk) which is significant since frequency chirping. linewidth broadening 

and filamentation effects are quite sensitive to the value of 01. The abrupt drop in 01 

persists even for twice the broadening. This feature may be used to keep 01 smalI 

for strained quantum welI lasers operating with high gain. To do so requires careful 
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design of the laser configuration because in addition to the functional dependence of 

O!(Vpk) on G pk ' we must also take into account the confinement factor and the neces-

sary threshold gain. 

The calculations presented include a constant phenomenological broadening parame-

ter. r = 1013 S-1 and a Lorentzian Iineshape. Actually. in a semiconductor. the bro-

adening effect is N-dependent. In order to estimate the possible influence of a N-

dependent r in our computed results. we plot in Fig. 12 O!(vpk) as a function of car

rier density for r = 1.2.4 x 1013 S-I. Note that the scale of variation is much 

smaller than those in Figs. 11 (a) and (b). and thus our qualitative analysis is valid. 

The solid lines are the many body theory results. while the dashed lines are for free-

carriers. 

2.0 

1.5 

Fig. 12. Influence of the phenomenomenological broadening constant on O!(vpk) 

o 
versus carrier density for the strained 60 A Ino.zGao.gAs-GaAs QW. From top to 

bollom r = 1.2.4 x 1013 S-I. The solid line includes the many body corrections and 

the dashed lines are the corresponding free-carrier results. 
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In conclusion. we have analyzed both strained and lattice-matched systems to 

illustrate the influence of both band-structure and many-body effects in the gain and 

a-factor of QW lasers. The InxGal_xAs-InP system allows the continuos variation 

from tensile to zero and compressive strain. Several conclusions can be drawn. 

which can be used as guidelines for the construction of QW lasers. and the qualita

tive behavior is confirmed by InxGal_xAs-AlyGal_yAs QW's. The later systems are 

unstrained for x = 0 and under compression otherwise. Under certain conditions we 

reach the quasi-parabolic band regime with type-I heavy-holes and type-II light 

holes. 

The compressive strain. which decouples the top valence band and increases 

its curvature. allows for more efficient inversion with a reduction of the threshold 

carrier density. The alteration of the top valence band states also results in changes 

of the transition matrix elements which in turn lead to the domination of the TE gain 

over the TM gain with increasing compressive strain. The combined influence of 

strain and Coulomb effects on the linewidth enhancement causes a complicated dep

endence of a on gain or carrier density. as observed in experiments.66 Consequently. 

when designing a strained quantum well laser one needs to consider with equal 

importance the gain medium and the resonator configuration. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this thesis. the influence of Coulomb effects on the optical and electronic 

properties of semiconductors heterostructures was analyzed. in combination with 

band-structure engineering results. 

We introduced an algorithm for the generalized Luttinger Hamiltonian describ

ing both lattice matched and strained layer QW's. The influence of each subband in 

the coupling process was analyzed. We illustrated the dominating HH-LH coupling 

mechanism. and the weaker HH-HH coupling mediated by the LH's (and vice-versa). 

By varying the design and material parameters we have studied the effect of band 

offsets. confining potentials and well widths. The last two dominate by far the 

effective curvatures of the bands. By changing the alloy compositions. specially 

when strain is present. the bands can evolve from highly coupled from almost para

bolic. The choice of well width is also extremely important to engineer the bands. 

being the most relevant parameter in the absence of strain. Note that. in the direct 

gap regime in which we are mostly interested. the QW system always has at least 

one heavy and one light hole bound states if compressive strain is not present. In 

this case. we confirm the results in the literature obtained through the analysis of 

GaAs-GaAIAs systems. that significant decoupling can only be achieved through siz

able increase in the level separation by reducing the well width. 

The Coulomb interaction was considered in the low density excitonic limit. 

and it was shown that superlattices can be modelled as 3D anisotropic media. charac

terized by averaged dipoles and masses. the later obtained through the mini band 
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dispersion. The outlined method introduced can also be used in the study of higher 

excited exciton states and can be applied to a variety systems. The dependence of 

exciton binding energy on material parameters. confining potentials and well widths 

was discussed. and some general conclusions. also valid for quasi-two dimensional 

quantum wells were drawn. regarding the influence of the QW size on the Coulomb 

interaction. and consequently on the binding energies. 

The coupled band solutions were then used in a generalized version of the 

optical Bloch equations for semiconductors. and the problem was solved under quasi

equilibrium conditions. General expressions for the band gap shift and the Coulomb 

enhancement in a Pade' approximation were obtained. Quasi-static screening was 

then discussed. and the Average Effective Mass Approximation was introduced. tog

ether with a generalization of the single-plasmon-pole approximation for the multiple 

subband case. The method allows for a simplification of the heavy-to-light coupling 

problem at the many-body level by introducing density-dependent averaged dispersion 

relations in the Coulomb matrix elements calculations and keeping the full coupled 

band solutions were they are most important. namely. in the free-particle-like suscep

tibility term. which appears in both absorptive and gain regime solutions. The Cou

lomb-hole and exchange self-energies together with the Coulomb enhancement were 

systematically analyzed as a function of design and excitation parameters. The res

ulting theory is then applied to the computation of gain and a-factor of coupled band 

quantum wells. and rather general results are obtained. We have analyzed both stra

ined and lattice-matched systems to illustrate the influence of both band-structure and 

many-body effects in the gain and a-Factor of QW lasers. The InxGal_xAs-InP 

system allows the continuous variation from tensile. to zero and compressive strain. 

Several conclusions can be drawn. and the qualitative behavior is confirmed by 
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InxGal_xAs-AlyGal_yAs QW's. The later systems are unstrained for x = 0 and 

under compression otherwise, and under certain conditions we reach the quasi-para-

bolic band regime with type-I heavy-holes and type-II light holes. The compressive 

strain, which decouples the top valence band and increases its curvature, allows for 

more efficient inversion with a reduction of the threshold carrier density. The alter-

ation of the top valence band states also result in changes to the transition matrix 

elements which in turn leads to the domination of the TE gain over the TM gain 

with increasing compressive strain. Figure I below compares our computed results 

with experimental data extracted from Ref. 67. 

,........" 300 E 
u 

""-. 
or-
'-../ 

C .-
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(.9 

L 0 

0.7 0.9 

Energy (eV) 

o 
Fig. I. Computed TE gain spectra for a I05A Ino.53Gao.47As-InP at T = 300oK. 

The stars are experimental data extracted from Ref. 67. The unstrained band gap, 

carrier density and (Lorenzi an) linewidth constant adopted are given respectively by 

0.727 e V, 4. I X 1018 cm-3, and 6 x 1013 S-I. 
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The combined influence of strain and Coulomb effects on the linewidth 

enhancement causes a complicated dependence of ~ on gain or carrier density. as 

observed in experiments. Figure 2 compares our computed results with experimental 

data extracted from Ref. 68. Note that between 1.28 and 1.3 eV ~ remains approxi-

mately constant. Such an effect can be attributed to the many body corrections 

(solid) lines. since the free-carrier results (dashed lines) give a monotonically decreas-

ing ~ with increasing photon energy. For higher carrier densities we expect even 

more deviation from the free-particle results as discussed in chapter 6. 

L 
o 

-+-' 
U 
o 

LL 

4 

2 

1.28 1.32 

Energy (eV) 

o 
Fig. 2. Results for a 60 A Ino•2Gao•sAs-GaAs QW. The TE gain is plotted as 

function of energy for different carrier densities. which are from left to right (solid) 

n = 2.5.2.1.5 x lOIS cm-3 The free-carrier results (dashed; from left to right 1.5.2.2.5 

X lOIS cm-3
). The dots are experimental results extracted from from Ref. 68. 
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The algorithms can be directly used to study a variety of systems. and elec

tronic. electrooptical and optical devices. The numerical matrix inversion proposed 

should extend the results to the absorptive regime. allowing the study of various 

quasi-steady-state nonlinear phenomena. Further inclusion of a consistent carrier-car

rier relaxation mechanisms. would allow the solution of the Optical Bloch Equations 

for Coupled Band Quantum Wells proposed in the ultrafast regime. upon direct 

numerical solution of the differential equation system. 
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APPENDIX I 

AL TERNA TIVE DERIVATION OF THE STRAINED 

LA YER LUTTINGER HAMILTONIAN 

The traditional extensions of the Luttinger Hamiltonian for a strained crystal 

given by Bir&Pikus,5,6 involve either a second order perturbation theory approach, or 

rely heavily on group theory arguments. We derive an alternative solution, in a 

direct generalization of the original work of Luttinger&Kohn. 3,4 

The Hamiltonian describing an electron in an unstrained bulk crystal reads, 

~ 11 :Teo = 2m + Vo(r) + 4m2c2 (0- x VV) . p, (I) 

with eigenvalues €nk' and corresponding eigenvectors given by, 

l/Ink (r) = unk (r) exp(ik·r). (2) 

The function unk has the periodicity of the Bravais lattice. The set of func-

tions Xnk' 

Xnk(r) = uno(r) exp(ik'r), (3) 

also forms a complete set. 3 If we add a slowly varying potential U(r), the new Ham-

iltonian reads,3 
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:TC = :TCo + U. (4) 

Let's now assume that the system is submitted to a strain field 8. 

+ [ a;XCkIl + aa~BCt J. (5) 

where u(x) is the displacement of a point due to strain. The local displacements are 

assumed to be small enough such that only linear terms on 8 suffice to describe the 

strained system. The new Hamiltonian reads. 

(6) 

where we neglect variations on the "gentle" potential U. The strain field deforms 

the Bravais lattice points into. 

(7) 

The wavenumbers are also modified. Before the strain. the Born-Von Karman 

periodic conditions read. 

k . L = 2 rr N. N integer. (8) 

After the strain. we have. 
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k' . (l + g) L. (9) 

A consistent solution is obtained by taking the Ansatz. 

k' = (1 - g) k. (10) 

k' . (I + g) L = (l - g) k . (1 + g) L = k . (I - g) (I + g) L == k· L = 2 rr N. 

(11) 

In order to ensure that the wavefunctions associated with both strained and 

unstrained systems have the same periodicity. we follow Refs. 5.6 and introduce the 

coordinate transformation. 

r'= (I + gt1 r == (1 - g) r. (12) 

r'= (1 - g) r. r = (1 + g) r'. (13) 

The gradient operator or. equivalently. the momentum operator transforms into. 

Accordingly. 

v = (1 - g) V'. p = (1 - g) p'. 

P2 = p'2 _ 2 p'.p'.g .. 
I J IJ' 

(14) 

(15) 
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where summation over repeated indexes is implied. The crystal potential changes 

into. 

(16) 

and. as discussed in Chapter 1. we assume Vij = O. 

The resulting Hamiltonian after the transformation of variables given by Eq. 

(12) reads. 

where %0 is given by Eq. (2). :;res is the strain correction. 

rr·8rr 
m 

(17) 

(18) 

and rr is the generalized momentum operator defined in Eq. (8) of Chapter I. All 

terms of order 8 2 and higher are neglected. Terms of order 18(rr - p)1 and higher 

are also neglected. since the difference (rr - p) is small (the spin-orbit shift is much 

smaller than the band gap for all systems of interest. Typically. for GaAs. 

EOg ~ 1.5eV. As .o. ~ O.3eV). Note that the superscript (') has been dropped and. 

in what follows. will only be used when a distinction between the old and new set 

of coordinates is necessary. 

We must now find a suitable expansion basis to represent the solution to the 

Hamiltonian of Eq. (17). Figure I below illustrates the fact that. after the crystal 

deformation due to strain. and in the new set of variables. the old lattice is reco-
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vered. As such. a Bloch function t,lI'Ek'n corresponding to energy E(8,k'), and waven-

umber k' has the same periodicity as the Bloch functions of the unstrained, lattice 

corresponding to wavenumber k given by Eq. (10). 

o o o o o 

o o o o 

Fig. I. Lattice points. Open circles: unstrained crystal in the original coordinate 

system. Dotted circles: after strain deformation. Crossed points: after strain 

deformation in the new coordinate system. 

The new Bloch functions can the be expanded in terms of the basis set def-

ined by Eq. (3) of the unstrained system, 

t,lI'Ek'n = Lanm(k) uom(r) e ik . r, 

m 

and we can take. for the solution t,lI(r) of :TC, the Ansatz, 

(19) 



!/J(r) = LJ An(k) uom(r) e ik • rdk. 

n 

We then obtain the secular equation. 
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(20) 

L J ( nk I !TCo + !TCs + U I n'k') An'(k') dk' = € An(k) (21) 

n' 

The exponential envelope functions are slowly varying with respect to the 

UOn's. Thus, 

( nk I 7e, I n'k' ) ~ !(k'-k) [ [',0 + 1~' 1 !,,' + (22) 

( nk I U I n'k' ) = 8nn ' U(k - k'). (23) 

U(k) = -I-Idr e-ik . r U(r) (24) (211)3 • 

(nk I !TCE In'k') = _8(k~k) [(11·8 p)nn' + 1Tnn'· 8 h k], (25) 

where we have used the fact that U is a "gentle" potential. 3.4 At this point. we in-

traduce the wavenumber %. 

fTC = (I - 8) k. (26) 

and the matrix elements. 



( nk I %' I n'k'). [[ 'nO + :!' ] Onn' + (%, )nn'] 0(k-k1, 

( nk I .'T(l I n'k' > = 11 % . 1Tnn' o(k-k'). 
m 
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(27) 

Generalizing the original solution of Refs 3,4 for the strained layer case, we 

introduce a canonical transformation fT, that removes first order terms on k exactly. 

We further neglected any terms of higher order than k2, 

or, equivalently, 

An(k) = L I ( nk I fT I n'k' > Bn,(k') dk', 

n' 

.'TCA=€A, 

A = fTB = exp(.lftB). 

exp(-.lft) .'TC exp(.lfl) = € B == 1fJ B. 

By expanding the exponentials above, we get 

1 1fJ = .'TC + [ .'TC,.lfl ] + 2""" [ [ .'TC • .lft ] , .1ft ] + ...• 

(28) 

(29) 

1fJ = .'Tco + rzt + .'T(l + [ .'T(O, .111 ] + [ .'T(l, .111 ] + + [ [ .'T(O,.lft ] • .111] (30) 

+ [ rzti • .lIt ] + + [ [ rztO,.lft ] , .1ft ] + 

By forcing .1ft to satisfy. 
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[ :TP • .lft ] + [ :Teo.fit ] = o. (31) 

we exactly cancel out first order terms in k. Thus. 

11 % . 'TT o(k-k') 
m wnn ' 

• n i= n' 

( nk I .1ft I n'k') (32) 

o , n = n', 

where w nn ' == En - En" As such. the second order terms involving :Teo and :TP are, 

[ .9["1. .1ft ] + + [ [ :Teo. .1ft ] • .1ft ] = o. (33) 

and thus. 

( nk I [U • .1ft ] I n'k') = 

-- ~ [_1- + _1_] [ 11 % . 'TT " 11 % . 'TTn"n' ] o(k-k'). (34) 
m2 L w nn" wn'n" nn 

nil 

Eliminating terms of order 6'k2 and higher. yields. 

( nk I [rzt • .1ft] I n'k') 

(35) 

nil i= n.n' 
[

_I_II + _I_"] [ 11 k . 'TTnn" 11 k . 'TTn"n' ] o(k-k'). 
wnn wn'n 
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where we also used the fact that nil '* n,n'. since 1T is odd and we still assume the 

system to have a center of inversion. The same arguments used in Ref. 3 can be 

repeated here such that terms of order [U.S] and higher are neglected. 

We are interested in the four valence bands which are degenerate at the r 

point. We then separate the eigenstates of %0 in two groups: the degenerate set 

labeled by { j } and all the others. classified by { i '* j }. 

(36) 

If we take tl = O. Eq. (36) reduces to the original resuIt3 for unstrained sys-

terns. We see that the potential U couples states with different k values. Typical 

free-particle band structures are obtained by taking U = O. The corresponding secu-

lar equation can also be written in operator form. 

fie I t/J) = f I t/J). (37) 

-I: j )( j' I + 

jj' 

(38) 



i=l= j.j' 

k . 7T I i >< i I 7T • k 
tjO - tjQ 
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j = { 1. 2 •...• r }. 

In all systems of interest to us. e.g .• AlxGal_xAs. InxGal_xAs. the degenerate 

bands are sufficiently isolated from all the others { i =1= j }. that we can restrict the 

Hamiltonian to its representation in the { j } set. Projection onto the X.Y.Z states 

helps to establish a connection between the unstrained terms and the strain induced 

corrections. by exploiting general cubic symmetry results. Note. e.g. that. 

< X I 7T • (.J 7T I Y > = t XY < X I 7Tx 7Ty I Y >. (39) 

and we can establish a formal analogy between. 

(40). 

The matrix representation of :7C in the X.Y.Z basis. traditionally denoted by 

D. thus reads 

[ Ak', + B(k2
y + k2

Z ) 

Ckx ky 
C kx kz 

C kx ky 
Ak2

y + B(k2
x + k2

z ) 

C ky kz 

(41) 

(42) 



+ (3 (Eyy + Ezz ) 

lJ Exy 

lJ EXZ 

lJ Exy 

Co! Eyy + (3 (EXX 

lJ Eyz 
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(43) 

where we took the zero of energy at the r point. Following Refs. 3,4 we introduced 

the constants. 

A 

c = L 
i:f: j 

i:f: j 

i:f: j 

7Tx•xi 7Tx.ix 

EjO - EiO 

7Ty.xi 7Ty.ix 

EjO - EiO 

7Tx•xi 7Ty.iy + 7Ty•xi 7Tx.iy 

EjO - EiO 

(44.a) 

(44.b) 

(44.c) 

where. e.g .• 7Ty.ix:: (i I 7Ty I X). The corresponding constants for the strain-in-

duced corrections read. 

1 L 7Tx•xi 7Tx.ix Co! = m 
i:f: j 

(3 = m L 7Ty•xi 7Ty.ix· (45) 

i:f: j 

lJ = 
1 L ( 7Tx,xi 7Ty,iy + 7Ty,xi 7Tx,iy ). m 

i:f: j 
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We can now obtain the traditional matrix representation of the Luttinger Ham-

i1tonian by projection upon the four / J.mJ ) basis states that characterize the solu-

tions of !7C 0 at the r point (heavy and light hole states). The notation is simplified 

by introducing the Luttinger parameters.4 

112 I 
- 'Y2 = -- ( A - B ) 2m 6 • 

and their generalized counterparts for the strain-induced corrections. 

I r I = -""3 ( at + 2 (3 ). 

I r 2 = - 6 ( at - (3 ). 

(46) 

(47) 

Note that. although the 'YI.'Y2.'Y3 are dimensionless parameters. the r I.r 2.r 3 defined in 

Eq. (47) above have dimensions of energy. 

In order to write the final expression for the Hamiltonian in standard notation 

in the ordered basis { / 3/2.3/2). /3/2.-1/2). / 3/2.1/2). / 3/2.-3/2) } we intro-

duce the deformation potentials. 
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(48) 

khh 0 6- 0 
* 

kill 0 -6-0 

:7C = 6-* 0 klh 
(49) 

0 

0 -6- * khh 0 

(50) 

(51) 



.0hs = -(a + b) fzz + (-a + b/2) (fxx + fyy). 

,1'ls = -(a - b) fzz + (-a - b/2) (fxx + fyy). 

J3 
2 
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(52) 

where kll == (kx.ky) denotes the in-plane momentum. and the subscripts u.s stand for 

unstrained and strained respectively. 

The relation between the strain {J and stress !lJ tensors is necessary to obtain 

the numerical values of the relevant components of {J for different strain/stress confi-

gurations. For that. we introduce the elastic constant tensor (j' and its inverse JI. 

!lJ = (j' {J. {J JI!lJ. (53) 

where. by symmetry. both (j' and JI have only three independent nonzero components 

in cubic materials. Using standard notation. xx -. I. yy -. 2. zz -. 3. yz -. 4. zx -+ 5. 

xy -. 6. we have.10 
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(54) 

[ 2 2 ] C - C 
11 12 

Jill D 

[C:1 
- Cll C12 ] 

Ji12 = D 

(55) 

Ji44 I/C44• 

3 3 2 

D = C + 2 C - 3 C ll C . 
II 12 12 
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APPENDIX II 

SINGLE PLASMON POLE APPROXIMATION FOR MULTIPLE 

SUBBAND QUANTUM WELLS 

The expression for the single plasmon pole dielectric function is obtained 

through the study of some important limiting cases. In the static limit. we have. 

f(q.O) Q I + V(q) L aa~i Q I + ~;:~ F(q) L aa~i . (I) 

j j 

Introducing the total screening wavenumber K.. 

(2) 

j j 

where Nj Q S n j is the total number of carriers in band j and Il Q Ile • Ilh for con-

duction or valence bands respectively. we obtain. 

€(q.O) Q I + K. 

q 

In the long wavelength limit. q -+ O. we get 

(3) 



2 

t(q->O, W) = 1 - V(q->O) .0'(q->O) = 1 - WJI, 

where the quasi-2D total plasma frequency wpl is given by, 

2 
W pI =L 

j 

2rre2q (nj!mj) 
to 

F(q). 
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(4) 

(5) 

At this point, let's take a closer look at the diagonal polarization matrix ele-

ments in Eq. (5-3) or equivalently, at V(q) .0'~n(k,w), 

nn 4rre
2 

F(q) L 1J(q) .0' r (q, w) = --
toqS 

(6) 

k 

The relevant contributions come from a continuum of poles, located at 

(7) 

Inspired by the long wavelength expression for the dielectric constant. which 

displays a single pole at wpl' we can try to simulate the contribution of the contin

uum by a single effective pole23.52-54. We adopt the Ansatz, 

£(q,W) = I -
2 

W pI 
2 Q2' 

W - q 

Comparison with Eqs. (3.4) immediately gives. 

(8) 
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Q2 _ 2 ~ 
q - W pi /(. • (9) 

which can be re-written as. 

(10) 

At this point we should analyze the large large q behavior. since only the 

small q case has been discussed. From Eq. (6) for .0nn • we see that for large q. if 

k is comparable or larger than q. the Fermi functions in the numerator yield negligi-

ble contributions. Then. for large q. the only relevant contributions are those for 

k «q. In this case. the pole in the denominator is approximately located at 

(11) 

and we can choose for large q. 

(12) 

where C is a numerical constant C ~ 1. 
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APPENDIX III 

THE FIELD EQUATIONS 

The propagation of a light wave in a dielectric medium is described by the 

wave equation. 

[ \72 - \7(\7.) - 1 
C2 (1) 

The transverse variations in the field intensity are slowly varying with respect 

to optical wavelengths. 24
•
6 We thus keep only derivatives along the laser axis. 

Furthermore. no external charges are assumed (V . D = 0). and we neglect variations 

on the dielectric constant. Thus. V . E = O. We then separate the carrier-induced 

and background polarizations. which are denoted respectively Pcand Pb' 

(2) 

and introduce the background dielectric constant and refractive index. 

(3) 

The wave equation thus reads. 
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[ :z~ - n:JJ %t:] E = ~~ ~t;' (4) 

where we dropped the "c" subscript and used t'b » t"b' We further assume the 

fields to be linearly polarized and expand them into "positive" and "negative" fre-

quency parts. 

E(z. t) = E+(z. t) + E-(z. t). 

(5) 

P(z. t) = P+(z. t) + P-(z. t). 

where. 

(6.a) 

(6.b) 

1/J(z. t) = ko nb z -w t + ¢(z. t). (6.c) 

and ko denotes the laser wavevector in vacuum. The functions Eo. ¢. and Po are 

assumed to be slowly varying in the sense 

o .a) 

I ~© I « I ko nb ¢ I· I ~t I « I w nb ¢ I. O.b) 
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(7.c) 

Using the approximations above and substituting Eq. (7) int Eq. (5), and equat-

ing real and imaginary parts in the resulting expression, we get, 

aEo 2 aEo 47TW2 

2 ko nb az + 2 nb W /c2 at=- c2 Im{po}, 

(8) 

..2!L 2 ..2!L _ 47Tw2 

Im{ :: } 2 ko nb az + 2 nb w /c2 
at - c2 

Note that an overall phase factor can always be fixed, such that Eo is real. 

However, Po is complex in general. Solving the equations above at steady-state, 

aEo ad. 
at = 0, ii- = 0, (9) 

yields, 

2 ko nb 
aEo 47TW2 

Im{po}, az=- c2 

(10) 

2 ko nb ..2!L = 47TW2 

Im{ ~ } az c2 

From Eqs. (6,7) we see that the field is assumed to be almost monochromatic. 

We can thus associate E+(z, t), P+(z, t) to the Fourier components of a more general 

wavepackel and introduce the optical susceptibility function through 



P+(z. t) = +x !lJ o(w) f(z. t) eit/J. 

!lJo(w) = x(w) 6'o(w). 

2 ko nb 
df 41TW2 

x"(w) f. dZ =- c2 

2 ko nb ~-
41TW2 

X'(w). dz - c2 

Introducing the absorption coefficient. 

Equation 03.a) reads. 

K(W):: 41TW X"(W). 
nbc 

~; = - ~ f. 

~ 

f '" f e-/(z/2. 

or, equivalently. for the light field intensity. 
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(II.a) 

(II. b) 

(I 2) 

03.a) 

(I3.b) 

(I 4) 

(I 4) 

(I 5) 

Introducing the gain coefficient G(w) and the linewidth enhancement (O!-factor). 



respectively. by 

G(W) = - K(W) = - 41TW X"(w). 
nbc 

Q!(W) = -2 d2¢(w) [ dG(w) ]-1 
dNdz dN • 

where N is the carrier density. comes. 

Q! = ax'/aN 
aX"/aN· 
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(16) 

(17) 

The results for the gain coefficient and carrier induced phase change can be 

conveniently summarized by the expression. 

41TW ~ 
nbct/'Y L 

kcvap 

G + 2i ~~ = 

(1 - fck - fvk ) I J.LkcvO"pl2 [ 
- i(fkcv - w)h ] 
I ( ) -t"(fcvk -w). (18) 

- qcvk W 

(19) 



* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

APPENDIX IV 

THE LUTTINGER SOLVER 

program mplutl 

Lutinger Solver. 
Computes and plots free particle band structure and dipole 
moments for InGaAs-InP Quantum Wells. 
Mauro Fernandes Pereira Jr. 1991. 

implicit double precision (a-h.k-m.o-q.s-x.z) 
implicit real (r) 
implicit integer (i-j.n) 
implicit character*20 (y) 
parameter (np= 12.npe= 7 .nchem=202.nph= I 02.nph2= I 02) 
parameter (nr=40) 
double precision ener(np).enerpe(npe) 
double precision k(nph).e I (nph).e2(nph).e3(nph).e4(nph) 
double precision diph(npe.np).dipl(npe.np) 
double precision enerh(nr.2).ener1(nr.2).enere(nr.2) 
common /ener/ enere.enerh.enerl 
common /banda/ ener.enerpe 
common /input/ x.offset.t 
common /param/ mh l.mh2.mll.mI2.me l.me2.width.vbh.vbl.delec 
common /orig/ origin 
common /count/ ncount 
common /fund/ aO.eO 
common /freq/ beta.one.pi 
common /nbt/ nbsth.nbstl.nbste 
common /numb/ nblev 
common /dips/ diph.dipl 
common /alu/ xal 
common /stress/ deltah.deltal.deltae 
common /rmks/ dO 
common /minpl/ mpe I.mph I.mpll 

400 format (2(1x.eI4.8») 
* 
* Read input parameters. 
* 

write (*.*) 'Enter indium concentration ===>' 
read (*.*) x 
write (*.*) 'Enter offset ===>' 
read (*.*) offset 
write (*.*) 'Enter well width ===>' 
read (*.*) width 
write (*.*) 'Enter temperature===>' 
read (*.*) t 
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* 

* 
* 
* 

* 

write (*,*) 'Enter initial k-value ===>' 
read (*,*) phi 
write (*,*) 'Enter final k-value ===>' 
read (*, *) ph2 
write (*,*) 'Enter hole band# I ===>' 
read (*,*) ibl 
write (*,*) 'Enter electron band #1===>' 
read (*,*) ib2 
write (*,*) 'Enter number of interpolating points ===>' 
read (*,*) nint 
write (*,*) 'Enter hole band #1 filename ===>' 
read (*,'(a),) yfl 
write (*,*) 'Enter electron band #1 filename ===>' 
read (*,'(a)') yf2 
write (*,*) 'Enter TE filename I ===>' 
read (*, '(a)') yf3 
write (*,*) 'Enter TM filename I ===>' 
read (*,'(a)') yf4 

naux=nint + I 
npts=nint + 2 
hph=(ph2 - phl)/dble(float(naux» 
if (npts.gLnph) then 

write (*,*) 'redefine nph=',npts 
stop 

endif 
do 10 i=I,npts 

j= i-I 
k(i)=phl + hph * dble(float(j» 

10 continue 

Frequently used parameters. 

beta = (1.1604966d4) / t 
one = I.OdO 
pi = dacos(-one) 
three = 3.0dO 
zero = O.OdO 
two -= 2.0dO 

* Define the zero of energy at the top valence band. 
* 

origin = O. 
zO = O. 
call inpbnd () 
call band (zO) 
origin = ener(l) 
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* 
* e2 <=== conduction bands with the strained band gap. 
* el <=== valence bands with the zero of energy on the top band. 
* e3 <=== reduced TE mode dipole moment. 
* e4 <=== reduced TM mode dipole moment. 

* 

* 

do 120 ik = I , npts 
z = k(ik) 

calI band (z) 
e I (ik) = ener(ib 1) 
e2(ik) = enerpe(ib2) 
e4(ik) = (4.0/three) * dipl(ib2,ib 1) ** 2 

e3(ik) = diph(ib2,ib1) ** 2 + (dipl(ib2,ibl) ** 2) / three 
120 continue 

* Output results. 
* 

open O,file=yfl,status='new',form='formatted') 
open (2,file=yf2,status='new',form='formatted') 
open (3,file=-yf3,statusc 'new',form='formatted') 
open (4,file=yf 4,status= 'new',f orm= 'formatted ') 

do 130 i = I , npts 
write (1.400) real(k(i)),real( e I (i)) 
write (2,400) real(k(i»,real(e2(i)) 
write (3.400) real(k(i»,real(e3(i)) 
write (4,400) real(k(i»,real(e4(i)) 

130 continue 
close (I) 
close (2) 
close (3) 
close (4) 
stop 
end 

13 continue 

c 

return 
end 

subroutine qweII (egl,nbst,neven,offset,width,delec,m l,m2,ener) 
c 
c This subroutine finds the eigenvalues of a square well. 
c The number of even and odd roots is determined, and a bisection 
c with subdivision root finding scheme is used until all the roots are 
c found. The output vectors contain the energy eigenvalue and its 
c parity, I for even and 0 for ood states. 
c The z-direction effective masses can be position dependent, but for 
c the Luttinger solving scheme adopted, they must be the same on both 
c types of layers. 
c 
c Declaration of variables. 
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c 

* 

implicit double precision (a-m.o-z) 
implicit integer (n) 
parameter (nr=40) 
double precision root(nr.2).ener(nr.2) 
call rtfind (neven.eg I.delec.m l.m2.b. width.root.nbst) 
do 10 i=l.nbst 
ener(i.1 )=root(i.1 )*eg I 
ener(i.2)=root(i.2) 

10 continue 
return 
end 
subroutine teste (chave.error.root.cont.err.posx.cpar) 

* Verify if a given root has already been found. 
* 

* 

implicit double precision (a-b.d-m.o-z) 
integer or 
parameter (nr=40) 
double precision root(or.2).error(200) 
integer cont.ci 
logical chave.chave3.cpar 

chave=.true. 
chave3=. true. 

if (cont.ge.l) then 
do 10 ci=l,cont 
a 1 =root(ci.l )-posx 
a2=dabs(al) 
if (a2.Ie.err) then 

chave3=.false. 
endif 

10 continue 
endif 
if (chave3) then 

coot=cont+ I 
root(coot.1 )=posx 

if (epar) then 
root(eont.2)= I. 

else 
root(cont.2)=0. 

endif 
error(cont)=err 

endif 
return 
end 
subroutine rtfind (neven.egl.delec.ml.m2.width.root.nbst) 
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c 
c Determine the number of roots, the searching range and find the roots. 
c 

c 

implicit double precision (a-m,o,q,s-z) 
implicit integer (n) 
double precision root(nr,2),error(nr,2) 
real rauxn 
logical par 
common /freq/ beta,one,pi 

c Data determination 
c 

c 

pace=O.OI 
err=I.Od-8 

c Range determination 
c 

c 
c 

ma=ml 
auxn=ma*delec 
range=dsqrt(auxn) 
range=range*width*(O.256 15604) 

c Determination of the number of roots 
c 

c 

auxn=range*(O.6366 I 9772) 
rauxn=auxn 
nbst= I +ifix(rauxn) 

c Range definition for x variable. 
c 

range=delec/egl 
c 

ncont=O 
8 if (ncont.ge.nbst) go to 9 

c 
c Search of even solutions 
c 
c 

c 

par=.true. 
guessleerr 
call raiz (ncont,par,nbst,root,pace,error,range,egl 

c,m l,m2,delec,guess I ,err, width) 
neven=ncont 

c Search of odd solutions 
c 

pare.false. 
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c 

c 

guessl=err 
call raiz (ncont.par.nbst.root.pace.error.range.egl 

c.m l.m2.delec.guess I.err.width) 
nodd:=ncont-neven 
if (neven.ne.O) then 
endif 
if (nodd.ne.O) then 

j=neven+1 
end if 
pace=pace/(2.0) 
go to 8 

9 continue 
return 
end 

subroutine raiz (ncont.par.nbst.root.pace.error.range.egl 
c.m l.m2.delec.guess I.err.width) 

c This subroutine finds the roots of the numeric equation fun(x)=O .It is 
c assumed a finite number of roots given by nbst.and a sweeping range 
c given by range. 
c 

c 

implicit double precision (a-b.d-m.o.q-z) 
logical par.chave.chave2 
parameter (nr=40) 
double precision root(nr.2).error(nr.2) 

c Initialization of variables 
c 
c 

c 

pos I =gu ess I 
pos2=pos I +pace 

10 if (posI.gt.range.or.(ncont.ge.nbst)) go to 20 

chave=.false. 
f I =fun(pos I.eg I.delec.m l.m2. width.par) 
f2=fun(pos2.eg I.delec.m l.m2. width.par) 
sign=fl *f2 
if (sign.ie.O.O) then 

pos3=pos2 
if (.not.chave) then 

posx=(f2*pos I-f I *pos2)/(f2-f I) 
fx=fun(posx.eg I.delec.m l.m2. width.par) 
sign2=fsign2(posx. width.egl.m I.b) 
if (par) then 

if (sign2.gt.0.0) then 
chave2=.true. 

else 
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go to JO 
20 continue 

return 
end 

chave2=.false. 
endif 

else 
if (sign2.Je.0.0) then 

chave2=. true. 
else 

chave2=.false. 
endif 

endif 
if (fx.eq.O.O) then 

chave=.true. 
endif 
if «fx.eq.0.0).and.chave2) then 

err2=0.0 
call teste (chave.error.root.ncont.err2.posx.par) 

else 
absx=dabs(fx) 
if (absx.Je.err) then 

chave=.true. 
end if 
if «absx.Ie.err).and.chave2) then 

call teste (chave.error.root.ncont.err.posx.par) 
end if 

endif 
f1=f2 
f2=fx 
pos2=posx 
sign=fl*f2 
else 
f1=fl/(2.0) 
endif 

else 
poslcpos2 
pos2=pos I +pace 

endif 
if (chave) then 

posl=pos3 
pos2=pos I + pace 

endif 

dou ble precision function fun (x.eg I.delec.m l.m2. width.par) 
implicit double precision (a-o.q-z) 
logical par 
ma=ml 
mb=m2 
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* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

aux3=( 1 .O)+(ma/mb)*((delec/egl )/(x)-(I.0)) 
aux3=(1.0)/(aux3) 
ka=(2.624637d 19)*egl *x*ma 
ka=sqrt(ka) 
y=ka*(width/2.)*(l.d-10) 
if (par) then 

aux I =dcos(y) 
else 

aux I =dsin(y) 
endif 
aux2=dsqrt(aux3)-dabs(aux I) 
fun=aux2 
return 
end 

double precision function fsign2 (posx.width.egl,ml) 
implicit double precision (a-z) 
ka=(2.624637d 19)*egl *posx*ml 
ka=sqrt(ka) 
y=ka*(width/2.)*( I.d-l 0) 
aux=dtan(y) 
fsign2=aux 
return 
end 

subroutine kab (ka.kb.ae.ao.be.bo.ener.nbst.ma.mb.nfg) 

Computation of relevant parameters for the matrix diagonalization 
scheme. 

implicit double precision (a-h.j-m.o-z) 
implicit integer (i.n) 
parameter (nr=40) 
double precision ener (nr.2).ka(nr).kb(nr).ae(nr).ao(nr) 
double precision be(nr).bo(nr) 
common /param/ mh 1 .mh2.ml 1 .mI2.me l.me2.la.vbh. vbl.delec 

cl=2.624661 Idl 9 
aa=ma*cl 
ab=mb*cl 
laa=la*(I.0d-lO) 
if (nfg.eq.1) vb == vbh 
if (nfg.eq.2) vb = vbl 
if (nfg.eq.3) vb = delec 
do 10 i==l.nbst 

kb(i)=dsqrt(ab*(vb-ener(i.l ))) 
ka(i)=dsqrt(aa*ener(i. I)) 

a=ka(i)*laa 
a2=a/(2.dO) 
if (ener(i.2).eq.1 .0dO) then 
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* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

10 continue 
return 
end 

aux=«5.d-I)*(Iaa + (l.OdO/ka(i»*dsin(a» + 
(l.OdO/kb(i))*(dcos(a2)**2)) 
ae(i)=( 1 .0dO)/dsqrt(aux) 
be(i)=ae(i)*dcos(a2) 

endif 
if (ener(i.2).eq.0.OdO) then 

aux=«5.d-I)*(Iaa - (l.OdO/ka(i))*dsin(a)) + 
(l.OdO/kb(i))*(dsin(a2)**2)) 
ao(i)=(l.OdO)/dsqrt(aux) 
bo(i)=ao(i)*dsin(a2) 

endif 

integer function Ipos(naux.nhole.nbsth) 

This function expresses a given basis position in terms 
of the original ordered basis of heavy and light holes 
used to write down the total Hamiltonian matrix elements 
before diagonalization and sorting. 

implicit integer (a-z) 
if (nhole.eq.2) then 

if (naux.le.nbsth) then 
Ipos = naux 

else 
Ipos = 0 

endif 
else 

if (naux.gLnbsth) then 
Ipos = naux - nbsth 

else 
Ipos = 0 

endif 
endif 
return 
end 

This function computes matrix elements (overlap integrals) 
between electrons and uncoupled valence bands basis (envelope) 
functions. 

double precision function elem (i.I.ener.ka.kb.ae.ao.be.bo) 
implicit double precision (a-h.k.m.o-z) 
implicit integer (i-j.I.n) 
parameter (nr=40) 
double precision ka(nr).kb(nr).ae(nr).ao(nr) 
double precision be(nr).bo(nr) 
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c 

double precision kae(nr),kbe(nr),aee(nr),aoe(nr) 
double precision bee(nr),boe(nr) 
double precision ener(nr,2),enere(nr,2) 
double precision enerh(nr,2),enerl(nr,2) 
common teneri enere,enerh.enerl 
common /nbt/ nbsth,nbstl,nbste 
common /param/ mh I ,mh2.mll.mI2,me l.me2. width.vbh.vbl,delec 
common /kab3/ kae.kbe.aee,aoe.bee.boe 

c Normalize the half well width. 
c 

w = width * (O.Sd-lO) 
c 
c Program parameters. 
c 

c 

one = (l.OdO) 
zer = (O.OdO) 
two = (2.0dO) 

kaplus = kae(i) + ka(l) 
kamin = kae(i) - ka(l) 
kbplus = kbe(i) + kb(l) 
kbmin = kbe(i) - kb(l) 

c Electron even, Hole odd or Electron odd, Hole even 
c 

elem = zer 
c 
c Electron even. Hole even 
c 

c 

if ((enere(i.2).eq.one).and.(ener(l.2).eq.one» then 
ee = aee(i) * ae(l) * ( one/kaplus * dsin(kaplus * w) + 

one/kamin * dsin(kamin * w) ) + two/kbplus * bee(i) 
* be(1) 

elem = ee 
endif 

c Electrn odd. Hole odd 
c 

if ((enere(i,2).eq.zer).and.(ener(l.2).eq.zer» then 
00 = aoe(i) * ao(l) * ( one/kamin * dsin(kamin * w) -

one/kaplus * dsin(kaplus * w) ) + two/kbplus * boe(i) 
* bo(l) 

elem = 00 

endif 
return 
end 
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* * Input for subroutine band. 
* 

subroutine inpbnd 0 
c 
c Declaration of variables. 
c 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

implicit double precision (a-h,k,m,o-z) 
implicit integer (i-j,I,n) 
parameter (np= 12,npe= 7) 
parameter (nr=40) 

parameter (ryd=13.6058,abohr=O.529177) 

parameter (gama I g=6.85,gama2g=2. I ,gama3g=2. 9,gbarg=2.5) 
parameter (mel I g=O. 0665,c II g= 11.88,c 12g=5.38,c44g=5. 94) 
parameter (ag= 7 .l,bg= I. 7) 
parameter (alg=5.6533) 
parameter (epilOg=13.71) 
parameter (epillg=IO.9) 

parameter (gamali=19.67,gama2i=8.37,gama3i=9.29,gbari=8.83) 
parameter (mell i=O.027,cll i=8.33,cI2i=4.53,c44i=3. 96) 
parameter (ai=5. 9,bi= 1.8) 
parameter (ali=6.0583) 
parameter (epilOi= 15.15) 
parameter (epill i=12.25) 

parameter (gamal p=6.35,gama2p=2.08,gama3p=2. 76,gbarp=2.42) 
parameter (mellp=O.073,cllp=IO.22,c12p=5.76,c44p=4.6) 
parameter (ap=6.35,bp=2.0) 
parameter (alp=5.8687) 

double precision kah(nr),kbh(nr),aeh(nr),aoh(nr) 
double precision beh(nr),boh(nr) 
double precision kal(nr),kbl(nr),ael(nr),aol(nr) 
double precision bel(nr),bol(nr) 
double precision kae(nr),kbe(nr),aee(nr),aoe(nr) 
double precision bee(nr),boe(nr) 
double precision enerh(nr,2),enerl(nr,2),enere(nr,2) 
common /ener/ enere,enerh,enerl 
common /nbt/ nbsth,nbstI,nbste 
common /param/ mh l,mh2,mll,ml2,mel,me2,width,vbh,vbl,delec 
common /gaps/ egO,egl 
common /input/ x,offseL,t 
common /numb/ nblev 
common /alu/ xal 
common /orig/ origin 
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c 

c 

* 
* 
* 

* 

* 

common /minpl/ mpel.mphl.mpll 
common /fund/ aO.eO 
common /freq/ beta.one.pi 
common IntI nbtot 
common /kabl/ kah.kbh.aeh.aoh.beh.boh 
common /kab2/ kal.kbl.ael.aol.bel.bol 
common /kab3/ kae.kbe.aee.aoe.bee.boe 
common /gamas/ gbar.gama3 
common /stress/ deItah.deItal.deItae 
common /dieIO/ epiiO 
common /dinf/ epill 
common /spor / delsp 
common /rmks/ dO 

three = 3.0dO 
two = 2.0dO 

two = 2.0dO 
three = 3.0dO 
mell = melIg * (one - x) + melli * x 
a =0 ag * (one - x) + ai * x 
b = bg * (one - x) + hi * x 
ell = cllg * (one - x) + clli * x 
el2 = cl2g * (one - x) + cl2i * x 
gamal = gamalg * (one - x) + gamali * x 
gama2 = gama2g * (one - x) + gama2i * x 
gama3 = gama3g * (one - x) + gama3i * x 
gbar = gbarg * (one - x) + gbari * x 
al = alg * (one - x) + ali * x 
epiiO = epilOg * (one - x) + epiiOi * x 

High frequency dielectric constant for the <SlxIX> expression. 

epill = epill g * (one - x) + epilli * x 

mh I =(l.OdO)/(gama I - (2.0dO)*gama2) 
mh2=mhl 
mil =( I.OdO)/(gama I + (2.0dO)*gama2) 
ml2=mll 
mel2=mell 
mel=mell 
me2=mel2 
me2=mel2 

mphl = one / ( gamal + gama2 ) 
mplI = one / ( gamal - gama2 ) 
mpel = mell 
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* 
* 
* 

* 

A verage binding energy and Bohr radius. 

mrinv = one / mel + one / mhl 
eO = 4. * ryd / ( mrinv * epilO ** 2 ) 
aO = abohr * epilO * mrinv / 2. 

* Compute energy shifts due to the strain. The barriers are thiek 
* and thus assumed to be unstrained. 
* 

* 

strain = ( alp - al ) / al 
deltae = a * two * (-strain) * ( ell - e12) / ell 
deltah = b * (-strain) * ( ell + two * e12) / ell 
deltal = - deltah 

* Non linear gap variation law 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

xO = O.OdO 
eg2 = egainp(t) 
if (x.gt.O.) then 

egl = egamin(x.t) + deltae + deltah 
else 

egl = egam(xO.t) 
endif 
delgap = eg2-egl 
delee = offset * delgap 
vbh = ( one - offset) * delgap 
vbl = vbh + two * deltal 

The band gap that goes into the <SlxIX> expression in the 
gain formula is the unstrained averaged band gap of the 
alloy. 

if (x.gt.O.) then 
egO = egamin(x.t) 

else 
egO = egam(xO.t) 

endif 

Spin-Orbit shift. 

delsp = 0.341 - 0.09 * x + 0.14 * x ** 2 

MKS dipole lenght in nm. 

edO = 1.38022336d-1 
dO = ( one + delsp / egO ) / ( ( egO + two * 

delsp / three ) * me I ) 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

dO = dsqrt(dO) * cdO 

nbsth = 0 
nbstl = 0 

if (vbh.gLO.dO) then 
call qwell (eg l.nbsth.nevenh.offset. width.vbh.mh l.mh2.enerh) 

endif 

if (vbl.gLO.dO) then 
call qwell (egl.nbstl.nevenl.offset. width.vbl.mll.mI2.enerl) 

endif 

call qwell (eg l.nbste.nevene.offset. width.delec.mell.meI2.enere) 

nblev = nbsth + nbstI 
nbtot = nbste + nblev 

c Sort the bound states at k=O. 
c A variation over the sorting subroutines in Ref. 25 is 
c suggested. 
c 

c 

if (nbste.gLI) call sort3(nbste.enere) 
if (nbsth.gLI) call sort3(nbsth.enerh) 
if (nbstl.gLI) call sort3(nbstI.enerl) 

c In order to diagonalize the total valence band Hamiltonian. 
c create 3-d array to store the eigenvectors related to 
c each value of kpar. 
c 
c Calculation of Heavy - Hole wave-numbers and wavefunction 
c constants. 
c 

c 

nfg = I 
if (nbsth.gLO) then 
call kab (kah.kbh.aeh.aoh.beh.boh.enerh.nbsth.mh l.mh2.nfg) 

endif 

c Calculation of Light - Hole wavenumbers and wavefunction 
c constants. 
c 

c 

nfg = 2 
if (nbstl.gLO) then 
call kab (kal.kbl.aeI.aol.bel.bol.enerl.nbstl.mll.mI2.nfg) 

endif 

c Calculation of Electrons wave-numbers and wavefunction 
c constants. 
c 
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c 

nfg = 3 
call kab (kae.kbe.aee.aoe.bee.boe.enere.nbste.me l.me2.nfg) 
return 
end 

c Diagonalization of the Luttinger Hamiltonian in the restricted basis 
c formed by the bound states at keD. 
c 

subroutine band (z) 
c 
c Declaration of variables. 
c 

implicit double precision (a-h.k.m.o-z) 
implicit integer (i-j.l.n) 
parameter (np=12.npe=7) 
parameter (nr=40) 
integer labele(npe) 
double precision overh(npe.np).overl(npe.np) 
double precision ener(np).enerp(np).enerpe(npe) 
double precision mat(np.np).d(np).e(np).parab(np).parabe(npe) 
double precision diph(npe.np).dipl(npe.np) 
double precision kah(nr).kbh(nr).aeh(nr).aoh(nr) 
double precision beh(nr).boh(nr) 
double precision kal(nr).kbl(nr).ael(nr).aol(nr) 
double precision bel(nr).bol(nr) 
double precision kae(nr).kbe(nr).aee(nr).aoe(nr) 
double precision bee(nr).boe(nr) 
double precision enerh(nr.2).enerl(nr.2).enere(nr.2) 
common teneri enere.enerh.enerl 
common /nbt/ nbsth.nbstl.nbste 
common /param/ mh l.mh2.mll.mI2.me l.me2. width.vbh.vbl.delec 
common /gaps/ egO.egl . 
common /stress/ deltah.deltal.deltae 
common /dips/ diph.dipl 
common /banda/ ener.enerpe 
common /input/ x.offset.t 
common /numb/ nblev 
common /alu/ xal 
common /orig/ origin 
common /minpl/ mpel.mphl.mpll 
common /fund/ aD. eO 
common /freq/ beta.one.pi 
common /kabl/ kah.kbh.aeh.aoh.beh.boh 
common /kab2/ kal.kbl.ael.aol.bel.bol 
common /kab3/ kae.kbe.aee.aoe.bee.boe 
common /gamas/ gbar.gama3 
external elem.lpos 
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c 
c Create matrix elements for diagonalization of the total 
c Hamiltonian matrix. 
c 
c Start by setting the matriz to zero. 
c 

c 

do 10 i '" I • nblev 
do II j = I . nblev 

mat(i.j) '" O.OdO 
II continue 
10 continue 

c Define the diagonal elements (normalized to eih). 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

einf = 3.760334749dl 
eih = einf / (mhl * (width**2» 
kp = z 
zer = O.OdO 
two = 2.0dO 
rt3 = 3.0dO 
rt3 == dsqrt(rt3) 
ctil = mhl * width * (2.0d-1O) / pi 
ctil2 = mhl 

do 20 i=l.nbsth 

20 continue 

nil", nbsth + 
ni2 = nblev 

mat (i.i) = -enerh(i.i)/eih - mhl / mphl * (kp**2) 

do 21 j=l.nbstl 

21 continue 

i = j + nbsth 
mat (i.i) c -enerl(j.i)/eih - mhl / mpll * (kp**2) 

- two * deltah/eih 

c Store the holes parabolic dispersion relation in the 
c corresponding outpt vector (in eV). 
c 

c 

do 22 i=l.nblev 
parab(i) = mat(i.i) * eih 

22 continue 

c Compute (parabolic) electronic levels. The band gap already 
c has the strain-induced shifts included. 
c 

do 23 i '" I • nbste 
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c 

parabe(i) = enere(i.I) + mhl / mpel * (kp**2) * eih + egl 
23 continue 

c Normalize the half well width. 
c 

w = width*(0.5d-IO) 
c 
c Start defining the off-diagonal blocks. The Luttinger Hamiltonian 
c only couples heavy to light holes. We must have at least one of each 
c for band coupling. 
c 

c 

ncple '" nbsth * nbstl 
if (ncple.ge. I) then 
do 30 i = I. nbsth 

do 31 1 = 1 • nbstI 
j = I + nbsth 

kaplus = kah(i) + kal(l) 
kamin = kah(i) - kal(l) 
kbplus = kbh(i) + kbl(l) 
kbmin = kbh(i) - kbl(l) 

c Heavy Hole even. Light Hole even 
c 

c 

if «enerh(i.2).eq.one).and.(enerl(l.2).eq.one» then 
ee = aeh(i) * ael(l) * ( one/kaplus * dsin(kaplus * w) + 

one/kamin * dsin(kamin * w) ) + two/kbplus * beh(i) 
* bel(l) 

mat(i.j) = -rt3 * gbar * ee * ctil2 * (kp**2) 
endif 

c Heavy Hole odd. Light Hole odd 
c 

c 

if «enerh(i.2).eq.zer).and.(enerl(l.2).eq.zer» then 
00 = aoh(i) * aol(I) * ( one/kamin * dsin(kamin * w) -

one/kaplus * dsin(kaplus * w) ) + two/kbplus * boh(i) 
* bol(l) 

mat(i.j) = -rt3 * gbar * 00 * ctil2 * (kp**2) 
endif 

c Heavy Hole even. Light Hole odd 
c 

if «enerh(i.2).eq.one).and.(enerl(I.2).eq.zer» then 
eo = aeh(i) * aol(l) * ( one/kaplus * dsin(kaplus * w) + 

one/kamin * dsin(kamin * w) ) * kal(I) - two/kbplus * 
beh(i) * bol(l) * kbl(l) 
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c 

mat(i.j) = rt3 * gama3 * eo * cti! * kp 
endif 

c Heavy Hole odd. Light Hole even 
c 

c 

if «enerh(i.2).eq.zer).and.(enerl(l.2).eq.one» then 
oe = aoh(i) * ael(l) * ( one/kamin * dsin(kamin * w) -

one/kaplus * dsin(kaplus * w) ) * kal(l) + two/kbplus * 
boh(i) * bel(l) * kbl(l) 

mat(i.j) = -rt3 * gama3 * oe * ctil * kp 
endif 

c The matriz is symmetric. 
c 

mat(j.i) = mat (i.j) 
31 continue 
30 continue 

endif 
c 
c Diagonalize the total Hamiltonian matrix. 
c The subroutines tred2. tqli. eigsrt. eigs2 are modified versions 
c of eigensystem routines found in Ref. 25. 
c call tred2 (mat.nblev.np.d.e) 
c 

call tqli (d.e.nblev.np.mat) 
c 
c Sort holes eigenvalues in descending order. 
c 

c 

call eigsrt (d.mat.nblev.np) 
call eigs2 (parab.nblev.np) 

c Store the results in the output vector (in eV). 
c 

c 

do 40 i=l.nblev 
ener(i) = d(i) * eih - origin 

enerp(i) = parab(i) - origin 
40 continue 

do 41 i=l.nbste 
enerpe(i) '" parabe(i) - origin 

41 continue 

c Fix the signs of the eigenvectors in a consistent way. 
c 

do 51 i2 = I • np 
if ( mat(\.i2).ILO.OdO ) then 

do 52 i 1 = 1 • np 
mat(i l.i2) = - mat(i l.i2) 
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52 continue 
endif 

51 continue 
c 
c Compute basis overlap integrals. 
c 

c 

71 

I = I 
do 70 i = I • nbste 

overh (i.I) = O.OdO 
do 7 I I = I • n bsth 

overh (i.I) = elem (i.l.enerh.kah.kbh.aeh.aoh.beh.boh) 
continue 

70 continue 
I .. I 

73 

do 72 i = I • nbste 
overt (i.1) = O.OdO 

do 73 I = I • nbstl 
overt (i.1) = elem (i,l.enerl.kal.kbl.ael.aol.bel.bol) 

continue 
72 continue 

c Compute 3-D arrays with the total overlap integrals. 
c Total heavy - hole block wavefunctions. 
c 

c 

if (nbsth.ge.l) then 
nhole .. 2 
do 80 ie = I • nbste 

do 81 nbrch = I • nblev 
auxh = (O.OdO) 

do 83 i = I • nblev 
label .. Ipos(i.nhole.nbsth) 
if (label.ne.O) then 
auxh = auxh + mat(i.nbrch) * overh(ie.label) 

endif 
83 continue 

diph(ie.nbrch) = auxh 
81 continue 
80 continue 

else 
diph(ie.l) = O.OdO 

endif 

c Total light - hole block wavefunctions. 
c 

if (nbstl.ge.l) then 
nhole = 4 
do 84 ie = I • n bste 

do 85 nbrcl = I • nblev 
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* 

auxl = (O.OdO) 
do 87 i = I , nblev 

label = lpos(i.nhole.nbsth) 
if (label.ne.O) then 
auxl = auxl + mat(i.nbrcl) * overl(ie.label) 

endif 
87 continue 

dipl(ie.nbrcl) = auxl 
85 continue 
84 continue 

else 
dipl(ie.l) = O.OdO 

end if 
return 
end 

* Linear interpolation using t=300K, t=77K found in the papers* 
* referenced in G. Ji et al. J. Appl. Phys .. 62. 3366 (1987). * 

* 

* 

double precision function egamin(x.t) 
implicit double precision (a-h.o-z) 
eg77 = 1.508dO - 1.47dO * x + 3.75d-1 * (x**2) 
eg300 = 1.43dO - 1.53dO * x + 4.5d-1 * (x**2) 
a = ( eg300 - eg77 ) / ( 2.23d2 ) 
egamin = eg300 + a * ( t - 3.0d2) 
return 
end 

* Band gap law consistent with the results presented in Ref. 3. 
* 

* 

double precision function egam(x.t) 
implicit double precision (a-h.o-z) 
if ( x.lt. 0.45dO ) then 
egam= 1.519dO+ 1.24 7dO*x-5.40Sd-4*t*t/(2.04d2+t) 
else 
egam=I.SI9dO+ 1.247dO*x+ I. I 47dO*(x-0.4SdO)*(x-0.4SdO)-S.40Sd-4*t 

*t/(2.04d2+t) 
endif 
return 
end 

* Linear fit to the InP data in Ref. 10. 
* 

double precision function egainp(t) 
implicit double precision (a-h.o-z) 
egainp = 1.42667 - 3.26436d-4 * t 
return 
end 
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